ON INDEXING ON WAR

by Jon Sumida

The index of On War offered here takes the form of a concordance—that is, a list of distinctive phrases or summary statements of particular propositions in Clausewitz’s treatise, organized by subject. Each distinctive phrase or summary statement is referenced to its place in On War by book and chapter, and by page number in both the Princeton University Press and Everyman versions of the standard translation of Michael Howard and Peter Paret. The subject headings include the titled subjects of all eight books of On War and a number of chapters. In these cases, the listing of distinctive phrases and summary statements is preceded by a listing of book title or chapter title with references to book or book and chapter. For the sake of convenience, seven elements of the subject heading ‘Moral Factors’ are listed as separate subjects, with the listing of distinctive phrases and summary statements of particular propositions of the latter included in the former. Where appropriate, distinctive phrases and summary statements of particular propositions are listed under more than one subject heading.

The main body of the concordance is preceded by a list of subject headings. The choice of subject headings was determined by the major concerns of Clausewitz, by the major topics of current critical discussion of On War, and by the judgment of the concordance compiler with respect to matters that have received relatively little if any attention but which are nonetheless concerned with the exposition of major argument in On War. The first category consists of subjects referred to by Clausewitz in his book and selected chapter titles. The second category includes such subjects as ‘Center of Gravity,’ ‘Dialectical Expression,’ ‘Escalation,’ and ‘Trinity.’ The third category includes such subjects as ‘Language, Limitations of,’ ‘Uncertainty,’ ‘Unconscious,’ and ‘Waiting.’ In order to reduce the number of subject headings for the sake of simplicity, a single subject heading has been used to cover distinctive phrases or summary statements of particular propositions that are about closely related matters. Translation problems are noted where the result is text that misrepresents significantly Clausewitz’s position.

This concordance offers considerably more than the existing indexes of the standard English translation of On War. The first edition of this work, which was published in 1976, did not have an

1 An abridged version of this index was published as “A Concordance of Selected Subjects in Carl von Clausewitz’s On War,” Journal of Military History, 78 (January 2014): 271-331. The unabridged text presented here differs from the published abridged text by providing references to book and selected chapter titles, and by incorporating a number of additional references, rephrased references, and minor corrections.


3 Boldness, courage, desperation, determination, military spirit/virtue, perseverance, timidity.

4 For which see Jon Tetsuro Sumida, Decoding Clausewitz: A New Approach to On War (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 2008; paperback edition 2011).

5 For example, ‘People’s War’ serves as a subject heading for all distinctive phrases and summary statements of particular propositions about arming civilians, guerrilla war, national insurrection, national militias, protracted defensive war, Spanish resistance to French occupation, and so on.

6 For the response of Peter Paret to one correction, see “Translation, Literal or Accurate,” Journal of Military History, 78 (July 2014): 1077-1080.
This shortcoming was partially repaired in 1984 with the publication of a slightly revised edition with an index of names and places, and a separate chronological index of wars, campaigns, and battles, compiled by Rosalie West. In 1993, a differently paginated edition of the Howard/Paret translation was published in the Everyman's Library series. West's indexes were retained with new pagination, but were otherwise unchanged. The lack of a comprehensive subject index integral to either of the Howard/Paret editions of *On War* prompted the production of two subject indexes by other parties: the “SAMS Conceptual Index to *On War*,” compiled by Seminar Four of the School of Advanced Military Studies, Seminar, Class of 1994-5, the latest redaction of which was completed in 1998, and a computer-generated “Word Index to Carl von Clausewitz’s *On War*” compiled by Christopher Bassford in 1998 and last updated in 2003. Both are intended for use with the Princeton University Press variant of the Howard/Paret translation, with page references that are not valid for the Everyman edition.

The SAMS and Bassford indexes consist of an alphabetized list of subjects with page references for each one. The SAMS index list approximately 900 key word and concepts, including many of the names, places, and operational events covered by the West indexes. The task of correlating key words and concepts to page references was accomplished by a team working over several months. The Bassford index list roughly 1,200 key words and word groups and includes all of the names, places, and operational events covered by the West indexes. The Bassford index used computerized word search action to correlate word and word groups to page references, which in cases of important subjects are numerous—for example, the term ‘defence’ is given 87 page references.

The concordance presented here lists over 2,800 distinctive phrases and summary statements of propositions (including repetitions) grouped under 65 subject headings. It does not include references to the material covered by West. The compilation of the concordance was initiated by the conversion of detailed notes made from the compiler’s repeated reading of the Howard/Paret translation of *On War* over the course of twenty years into the format described in the opening. The list of referenced statements was then greatly expanded by careful examination of the page references to selected subjects provided by the Bassford index. After this, the text of the Howard/Paret translation was reread to find additional statements that deserved referencing. The concordance thus represents a synthesis of manual and machine compilation.

In addition to providing references to the Everyman as well as Princeton edition of the standard translation, the concordance enables readers to access particular sections of the text with much greater specificity than the SAMS and Bassford subject indexes by breaking down the representation of a subject into its basic components—that is, distinctive phrases and individual propositions. This has several benefits. First, readers are provided with a means of quick reference to Clausewitz’s distinctive phrases and significant propositions. Second, the listing of propositions in the order in which they appear in the text with references to location by book and chapter as well as page, enable readers to gain a clear sense of the distribution of Clausewitz’s treatment of a subject at a glance. And third, the length of listed propositions provides an

---

7 Howard and Paret noted that West’s index was modeled on the indexes of Werner Hahlweg for the critical German edition of *On War* published in 1952. The 1980 edition of this work contains an index to concepts and key words, for which see Carl von Clausewitz, *Vom Kriege*, ed. by Werner Hahlweg (Bonn: Ferdinand Dümmlers Verlag, 1980), pp. 1382-1403.

8 They are accessible on the Clausewitz Home Page [“Indexes to Clausewitz’s *On War*”: http://www.clausewitz.com/bibl/NDXs.htm].
indication of the relative importance of certain subject headings that would not otherwise be apparent from the formal outline of book structure given in the table of contents.

A fourth benefit is that a detailed inventory of the distinctive phrases and significant propositions that constitute Clausewitz’s view of a subject allow productive study of that subject that would otherwise be more difficult or even impossible. For example, this concordance provides a convenient means of identifying contradictory propositions put forward by Clausewitz in *On War*. This is the necessary prerequisite to the systematic assessment of the problem of incompatible statements, an issue that has been a source of major confusion and controversy.9 This concordance also enables readers to discern patterns of meaning that would otherwise be inaccessible. In *On War*, Clausewitz’s total view of many important subjects does not exist in the form of a single discrete proposition or explicitly connected set of propositions, but are expressed in numerous and scattered statements that describe the subject differently depending upon the aspect of the subject being considered or differing contexts. To comprehend Clausewitz’s complete view of a complex subject with contingent characteristics, a reader must come to terms with a multitude of separate elements and their relationship to each other. This concordance provides the means of juxtaposing all the separate elements that constitute Clausewitz’s representation of his thought about a particular subject in a manner that facilitates comprehensive inspection, which is the necessary basis for productive assessment of that thought.

The present concordance is not intended as the final word on indexing *On War*. It does provide a useful model for further endeavor, and pending the creation of a better alternative, offers a platform for more intelligent consideration of Clausewitz’s great work.

Jon Sumida  
Department of History  
University of Maryland, College Park  
28 December 2014

---

9 Eugenio Diniz and Domicio Proenca Junior, “A Criterion for Settling Inconsistencies in Clausewitz’s *On War*,” *Journal of Strategic Studies*, 2012, 1-24, First article,  
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2011.621725](http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2011.621725)
A CONCORDANCE OF SELECTED SUBJECTS IN ON WAR
(Version 2.1)
By Jon Sumida

Item order under each subject heading: Book, Chapter, Statement


Subjects

Army
Attack
Balance of Power (see also ‘Poland’)
Battle (see also ‘Tactics’)
Boldness (included in ‘Moral Factors’)
Campaign [Operations]
Center of Gravity
Chance, see ‘Uncertainty’
Concentration of Force
*Coup d’oeil*, see ‘Unconscious’
Courage (included in ‘Moral Factors’)
Critical Analysis (see also ‘History and ‘Theory’)
Culminating Point
Danger (see also ‘Moral Factors’)
Defense (see also ‘People’s War’ and ‘Waiting’)
Desperation (included in ‘Moral Factors’)
Determination (included in ‘Moral Factors’)
Dialectical Expression
Emotions (see also ‘Moral Factors’)
Equilibrium (see also ‘Waiting’)
Escalation, Danger of
Experience
Fog, see ‘Uncertainty’
Form of On War
Friction
General Staff
Genius (see also ‘Intellect’ and ‘Unconscious’)
Guerrilla War, see ‘People’s War’
History (see also ‘Critical Analysis’)
Human Nature (see also ‘Moral Factors’ and ‘Unconscious’)
Instinct, see ‘Unconscious’
Intellect (see also ‘Genius’)
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Intelligence, Military (see also ‘Uncertainty’)
International law
Intuition, see ‘Unconscious’
Language, Limitations of
Learning (see also ‘Critical Analysis’)
Maintenance of Fighting Forces [Procurement and Logistics] (see also ‘Army’)
Maneuver
Military Spirit/Virtues (included in ‘Moral Factors’)
Money
Moral Factors (see also ‘Genius’ and ‘Unconscious’)
Occupation (of national territory)
People’s War (see also ‘Defense’)
[Peter Principle]
Perseverance (included in ‘Moral Factors’)
Poland
Polarity
Strategy (see also ‘War, Planning’)
Subordinates
Supply, see ‘Maintenance’
Surprise
Tactics (see also ‘Battle’)
Talent, see ‘Genius’
Theory (see also ‘Critical Analysis’)
Timidity (included in ‘Moral factors’)
Trinity
True War, see ‘Absolute War’
Uncertainty
Unconscious (see also ‘Human Nature’)
Waiting (see also ‘Defense’ and ‘Equilibrium’)
War
War, Absolute
War, Real
War, Limited
War, Unlimited
War, Art of
War, Conduct of
War, Planning (see also ‘Center of Gravity’ and ‘Strategy’)
War and Politics/Policy
Warfare
Weapons
Directory

Army

Military Forces 
General Survey 
The Army, Theater of Operations, Campaign 
Relative strength 
Relationship between the Branches of Service 
The Army’s Order of Battle 
General Disposition of the Army 
Advance Guard and Outposts 
Operational Use of Advanced Corps 
Camps 
Marches 
Marches—Continued 
Marches—Continued 
Billets 
Maintenance and Supply 
Base of Operations 
Lines of communications 
Terrain 
The Command of Heights 
Army and commander one element of trinity 
Warfare comprises all related to fighting forces 
Resistance of the machine (army) 
Military machine—army—basically very simple 
No general can accustom an army to war 
Strategy must consider chief means: fighting forces 
Spirit/other moral qualities of army vary greatly 
Armies of all great powers equal in development 
National army 
Army with true military spirit 
Moral character of an effective army 
Boldness of an army 
Field largest possible army: not a platitude 
Army size determined by government not general 
Victorious army: greater losses from sickness than battle 
Army size and exertion 
National army—based on expansion of militia 
Contemporary armies identical in organization 
Great engagements as opposed to small engagements 
Powers of resistance of an army inferior in size 
Order of army entering battle no longer decisive 
Army in defeat, characteristics of 
Effect of defeat of army on people and government
Defeat and breaking of army moral strength
Axiomatic: army broken by defeat must be repaired
Points of view on military forces
Definition of army and theater of operations
Armies alike in weapons, training, and equipment
Infantry the main branch of the army
Enlargement of armies: more scope for strategy
Order of battle as regulating routine
Damaging effect of marches on fighting forces
Rapid movement: wearing out of army significant
For modern armies billets indispensable
Army in rapid assembly cannot conduct operations
For modern armies, supply of greater importance
Army and foraging
Supply a secondary concern in absolute war
Problem of fodder
Base in military operations: no general rules
Modern armies: brief cut of supply not serious
More forces divided, less they can be controlled
Professional army with qualities of national army
When terrain difficult, infantry the superior arm
Fear of our fighting forces cause enemy to retreat
Failure due to fear of enemy forces
Effect of disproportion of strength
Large towns army’s natural sources of supply
Enemy army: real ‘key to the country’
Army in retreat will suffer disproportionate losses
Defeat of army leads to loss of territory
Army more important than territory
Some division of forces inevitable
Difference between single army and coalition army
Army zone of operations/operational theaters
More than well-trained army required for attack
Army has modest advantage knowing it is attacker
Every army has strategic flanks
Army weakens as it advances
Army as center of gravity
Destroy enemy fighting force best way to begin
Destruction of enemy army if significant
Armies everywhere should expend full energies
Regular armies should be used in open country
Allied armies prone to suffer inertia, friction, etc.

Attack

*The Attack*  
*Attack in Relation to Defense*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Nature of Strategic Attack</td>
<td>VII/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Object of Strategic Attack</td>
<td>VII/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Diminishing Force of the Attack</td>
<td>VII/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Culminating Point of the Attack</td>
<td>VII/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destruction of the Enemy’s Forces</td>
<td>VII/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Offensive Battle</td>
<td>VII/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Crossings</td>
<td>VII/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on Defensive Positions</td>
<td>VII/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on Entrenched Camps</td>
<td>VII/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on a Mountainous Area</td>
<td>VII/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on Cordons</td>
<td>VII/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuver</td>
<td>VII/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacks on Swamps, Flooded Areas, and Forests</td>
<td>VII/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on a Theater of War: Seeking Decision</td>
<td>VII/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on a Theater of War: Not Seeking Decision</td>
<td>VII/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on Fortresses</td>
<td>VII/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on Convoys</td>
<td>VII/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack on an Enemy Army in Billets</td>
<td>VII/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversions</td>
<td>VII/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invasion</td>
<td>VII/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Culminating Point of Victory</td>
<td>VII/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack and defense different: polarity inapplicable</td>
<td>I/1: 83/94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in strength of attack and defense</td>
<td>I/1: 84/94-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinction between attack and defense</td>
<td>I/2: 94/107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind aggressiveness would destroy attack</td>
<td>I/2: 97/111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic attack rarely achieves surprise</td>
<td>III/9: 199/234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive element will dominate: drives action</td>
<td>III/16: 219/257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack and defense, and polarity</td>
<td>III/18: 222/262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive engagement</td>
<td>IV/5: 236/280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of flank and rear attacks</td>
<td>IV/7: 242/286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack and great battles that lead to great results</td>
<td>IV/11: 260/308-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement the essence of attack</td>
<td>V/4: 285/338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different armies not required for attack and defense</td>
<td>V/4: 289/343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacker more affected by supply than defense</td>
<td>V/14: 339-40/406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic attack, unlike tactical, not single action</td>
<td>V/18: 353/422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose of attack: conquest</td>
<td>VI/1: 358/428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defender and concentric attack</td>
<td>VI/2: 360-1/432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective offensive reconnaissance impossible</td>
<td>VI/2: 361/432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in offense, change in defense</td>
<td>VI/2: 362/433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentric attack: only taken by side with initiative</td>
<td>VI/3: 364/436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack creates vulnerabilities</td>
<td>VI/3: 365/437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offense generates courage</td>
<td>VI/3: 366/437-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal of importance of convergent attack</td>
<td>VI/4: 367/439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept of attack: possession, not fighting</td>
<td>VI/7: 377/451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacker perishes by sword or own exertions</td>
<td>VI/8: 384/460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineffectiveness of most attacks: political factors</td>
<td>VI/8: 387/463</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Breathless, hectic attack easily stopped VI/8: 387/463
Faintness of attacker determination VI/8: 387/463
Attack in particular weakened by politics VI/8: 388/465
Attacker retreat along a number of roads VI/12: 406/487
Threat of fortified positions to attack VI/13: 412/494-5
Mobility of attack in mountain warfare VI/15: 419/504
Advantage of attack in mountain warfare VI/15: 421/506
In decisive battle, mountains favor attacker VI/16: 423/509
Counter insurgents in mountains: hard for offense VI/16: 426/513
Overvaluation of attack and movement VI/18: 438/528
Attacker weakens in all campaigns of great distances VI/25: 469/566
Weak points of attack that penetrates deeply VI/25: 476/575
Most effective objective of attack VI/28: 490/591
When neither side attacks VI/30: 501/606
Possession of territory takes place of decision VI/30: 502/607
Objectives of attack when no decision intended VI/30: 502/608
When difference between attack and defense nil VI/30: 513/621
Cost of attack disproportionate VII/1: 523/633
Offensive thrust or action complete in itself VII/2: 524/634
Attack cannot be completed in single action VII/2: 524/634
Attacker rear areas exposed: thus need protection VII/2: 524/634
Strategic attack combines attack and defense VII/2: 524/634
Defense mortal disease, original sin, of attack VII/2: 524/634
Attack weaker form of war VII/2: 524/634
Need for defense weakens attack VII/2: 524/634-5
Every attack will end in defense VII/2: 525/635
Attack has but one active principle VII/2: 525/635
No growth in intensity of attack as in defense VII/2: 525/635
Popular uprising not available to the attack VII/2: 525/636
Object of strategic attack: many gradations VII/3: 526/637
Rare for general to set out with firm objective VII/3: 526/637
Attack can turn imperceptibly into defense VII/3: 526/637
Diminishing force of attack a strategic concern VII/4: 527/638
Weakening of attack/equal weakening of defense unusual VII/4: 527/638
Strategic attack that leads to peace unusual VII/5: 528/639
Judging culminating point of attack VII/5: 528/639
Offensive battle: take initiative by maneuver VII/7: 530/641
Base line of attacker wide at beginning of campaign VII/7: 530/641
Aim of offensive battle: expedite decision VII/7: 531/642
Peculiarity of offensive battle: groping in the dark VII/7: 531/642
Real fruits of victory won only in pursuit VII/7: 531/642
For attacker, difficulties of rivers exaggerated VII/8: 532/643
For attacker rivers seldom pose great difficulties VII/8: 533/645
When attacker can be stalled by river VII/8: 533/645
Rivers always weaken and dislocate offensive VII/8: 533/645
Defense of rivers offers attacker opportunity VII/8: 533/645
Risky business to attack a strong position
Well-prepared entrenchments: impregnable
Attacks on entrenchments should be rare
Successful attack favored by mountains
Attacker fear about mountain warfare ill-founded
Possibility that mountain defense unassailable
Dislodge defense: threaten line of retreat
Vulnerability of cordons to attack
Cordons effective when attacker lacks strength
Piercing cordons easy, exploitation another matter
Forest can never be considered impassable
Forests and problem of logistics for attacker
Immediate object of attack is victory
Army has modest advantage knowing it is attacker
Attack and need for superior strength
Advantage of being the attacker overrated
Attacker must have moral superiority if inferior
Courage and confidence true spirit of attack
Attacker needs victory, not just obtaining objective
Attacker concerned with exploitation of victory
Attacker in search of decision: keep forces united
Importance of roads and their direction for attacker
Protection of attacker rear
Character of danger to attacker rear
Attack when strength and determination insufficient
Most attacks: opportunistic or mere maneuver
Attacker vigor and daring hard to predict
Attacks on convoys not strategically advantageous
Circumstances not theory dictate terms of invasion
Attacker effort slackens relative to defender
Defense of attack gains, weak in key elements
Defense itself that weakens attack
Greatest disadvantage of attack: vulnerability
Danger to attacker of over-extension
Difficulties facing attacker commander
Drawbacks of courage and enterprising spirit
Attack ideal: great results with limited means
Offensive war requires quick decision
Arguments against methodical offensive
Acts that make offensive easier but not more certain
Suspension of activity inconsistent with offensive war
Time does not work for the attacker
Weaker power with political initiative should attack
Strategic attack with limited objective and defense
Advisable to attack only in main theater
Unnecessary expenditure of time abhorrent
Only advantage of attack is initial surprise VIII/9: 624/755
Enveloping attack or battle with reversed fronts VIII/9: 625/756
Defeat of enemy aim: attack must not be interrupted VIII/9: 626/757
Armies attacking in different operational theaters VIII/9: 629/761
Offensive war against France feasible VIII/9: 633/766
Context of attack on France: French offensive acts VIII/9: 636/770

Balance of Power (see also ‘Poland’)
Collective security VI/6: 374/448
Political balance VI/6: 375/449
Defender can count on assistance VI/6: 376/450

Battle (see also ‘Tactics’)
The Engagement IV
Introduction IV/1
Nature of Battle Today IV/2
The Engagement in General IV/3
The Engagement in General—Continued IV/4
Significance of the Engagement IV/5
Duration of the Engagement IV/6
Decision of the Engagement IV/7
Mutual Agreement to Fight IV/8
The Battle: Its Decision IV/9
The Battle: The Effects of Victory IV/10
The Battle: The Use of Battle IV/11
Strategic Means of Exploiting Victory IV/12
Retreat After a Lost Battle IV/13
Night Operations IV/14
The Defensive Battle VI/9
The Offensive Battle VII/7
Countless duels go on to make up war I/1: 75/83
Impulse to destroy enemy central to idea of war I/1: 76/85
Disarming enemy aim of war I/1: 77/85
One means of war: combat I/2: 95/108
Idea of combat must always be present I/2: 95/108
Distinct combats I/2: 95/108
Purpose of combat: objective I/2: 95/108
Destroy enemy forces always the means I/2: 95/109
Destroy enemy forces not always the means I/2: 95/109
No intrinsic value of a trial of strength I/2: 96/110
Objectives can be attained without fighting I/2: 96/110
Decision by arms: cash payment in commerce I/2: 97/111
Destruction of physical and moral forces I/2: 97/111
Risks of battle I/2: 97/112
Cost of avoiding battle I/2: 98/112
Avoidance of battle should not be act of policy I/2: 98/113
Avoidance of battle as policy: led to many failures  I/2: 98/113
Fighting is the only possible means  I/2: 99/113
Supreme law: decision by force of arms  I/2: 99/113
First-born son of war: wish to annihilate enemy  I/2: 99/113
First-born son of war: violent resolution of crisis  I/2: 99/113
War deviates in practice from its basic concept  I/2: 99/114
War always remains subject to that basic concept  I/2: 99/114
Engagement defined  II/1: 128-9/146-7
Strategic theory studies battle in terms of results  III/1: 177/207
Possible engagements to be regarded as real  III/1: 181/212
Two objectives of the engagement  III/1: 181/212-3
War a chain of linked engagements  III/1: 182/213-4
Assessment of a battle a matter of final balance of war  III/1: 182/214
Assessment of war a matter of final balance  III/1: 182/214
Each engagement must be seen as one in series  III/1: 182/214
Strategic elements that affect engagements  III/2: 183/215
Land battle before French Revolution and naval tactics  III/17: 220/259
Framework of the engagement is tactical  IV/1: 225/265
Most engagements are very much alike  IV/1: 225/265
Description of what happens in modern battle  IV/2: 226/266
Fighting central military act  IV/3: 227/268
Concept of battle root of all strategic action  IV/3: 227/268
Direct annihilation dominant consideration  IV/3: 228/270
Simplicity and attack  IV/3: 229/270
Objectives of battle other than to destroy enemy  IV/4: 230/272
Battle test of physical and moral strength  IV/4: 231/274
In battle loss of morale the major decisive factor  IV/4: 231/274
Guns and prisoners as measure of battle outcome  IV/4: 232/274
Total concept of victory in battle: three elements  IV/4: 233-4/277
Ordinary battle versus a debacle  IV/4: 235/278
Difficult to achieve one thrust by unified mass  IV/5: 236/279
Multiplication of battle: result of splitting forces  IV/5: 236/279
Offensive engagement  IV/5: 236/280
Defensive engagement  IV/5: 236/280
Changing specific gravity of elements of battle  IV/7: 243/288
No battle unless both sides willing: misleading  IV/8: 245/291
Analogy of battle to duel misleading  IV/8: 245/291
Engagement a very peculiar form of duel  IV/8: 245/291
Seeking decisive battle  IV/8: 246/292
Forcing an unwilling foe to fight—difficult task  IV/8: 246/292-3
Battle is struggle by main force for real victory  IV/9: 248/294
Battle true center of gravity  IV/9: 248/294
Battle primarily an end in itself  IV/9: 248/294
Commander knowledge of when a battle is lost  IV/9: 249/296
Battle mistakes can be retrieved by fresh troops  IV/9: 250-1/297
When persisting in battle desperate folly  IV/9: 252/298-9
Differential effect of battle on winner and loser IV10: 253/300
Psychological effects of major defeat IV/10: 255/303
Defeat can prompt loser to greater effort IV/10: 256/304
Consequences of victory can differ IV/10: 257/305
Destruction of enemy forces overriding principle IV/11: 258/306
Destruction can only be achieved by fighting IV/11: 258/306
Only major engagements lead to success IV/11: 258/306
Great success: coalescence of all engagements IV/11: 258/306
Personal control of commander in great battle IV/11: 258/306
Great and positive goals the source of great battle IV/11: 259/307
Battle bloodiest solution IV/11: 259/307
Objective of battle: kill enemy spirit not men IV/11: 259/307
Propensity to avoid decisive battle IV/11: 259/308
Danger of propensity to avoid decisive battle IV/11: 259-60/308
Only great battle can produce great decision IV/11: 260/308
Not interested in generals who win without bloodshed IV/11: 260/309
Slaughter not excuse for blunting sword IV/11: 260/309
Great battle decisive but not necessarily only choice IV/11: 260/309
Cases of war settled by single battle very rare IV/11: 260/309
Great battle: provisional center of gravity IV/11: 260/309
Magnitude of success in battle IV/11: 261/310
No factor in war that rivals the battle in importance IV/11: 261/410
Immediate pursuit IV/12: 264/313
Importance of victory determined by pursuit IV/12: 267/317
Defeat and breaking of army moral strength IV/13: 271/322
Axiomatic: army broken by defeat must be repaired IV/13: 271/322
Necessity of slow fighting retreat IV/13: 271/322
Utility of fierce fighting during retreat in principle IV/13: 271/322-3
Night operations difficult to execute IV/14: 275/327
Night operations unusual IV/14: 275/328
Modern battle: importance of numbers V/3: 282/336
Numbers do not always decide battle V/3: 283/336
Decisive battles change art of war V/6: 298/354
Battle edge of sword, inaction its reverse V/6: 298/354
Enemy approaches to seek decision: end of strategic phase V/6: 301/358
Decisive effect of terrain on the engagement V/17: 348/416
Concepts characteristic of time: war, campaign, and battle VI/8: 379/453
Un-fought battle can have strategic effect VI/8: 386/461
Strategic effect of battle offered but refused VI/8: 386/462
Strategic effect of battle: outcome and consequences VI/9: 390/467
Strategic significance of types of battle VI/9: 390/467
Convergent and divergent forms of battle VI/9: 391/469
Attacker: convergent/defender: divergent forms VI/9: 392/470
Aim of defensive battle can be to destroy enemy VI/9: 392/470
Defensive battle: win more likely/equal results VI/9: 392/470
Impregnable position and refusing battle VI/12: 407/488
In decisive battle, mountains favor attacker VI/16: 423/509
Battle avoidance through retreat into interior VI/25: 469/566
In Russia tide turned without victorious battle VI/25: 478/577
Country’s fate does not hang on single battle VI/26: 483/583
Single battle only decisive in small compact states VI/27: 485/587
Defense and unremitting succession of battles VI/29: 500/605
While battle principal means, not only one VII/6: 529/640
Pointless battles: victories cannot be fully exploited VII/6: 529/640
Most battles are encounters VII/7: 530/641
Offensive battle: take initiative by maneuver VII/7: 530/641
Aim of defensive battle: postpone decision VII/7: 530/642
Aim of offensive battle: expedite decision VII/7: 530-1/642
Peculiarity of offensive battle: groping in the dark VII/7: 531/642
Real fruits of victory won only in pursuit VII/7: 531/642
Most battles are encounters VII/9: 535/646
Victory presupposes clash of two main forces VII/15: 545/659
Even victory has a culminating point VII/22: 566/684
Grand objective of all action: destroy enemy army VIII/1: 577/659
Battle one and only means that warfare can employ VIII/1: 577/659
Destruction of enemy matters most VIII/1: 577/659
Destroy enemy army best way to begin VIII/4: 596/720
Policy and planning of war, campaign, and battle VIII/6: 606/732-3
Begin with annihilation of enemy army VIII/9: 624/755
Better to fight main battle deep in enemy territory VIII/9: 624/755
Enemy’s main force must be engaged if possible VIII/9: 624/755
Unless superiority great, enemy army the object VIII/9: 624/755
Total victory in battle VIII/9: 625/756
Unlikelihood of victory in battle with parallel fronts VIII/9: 625/756
After major victory pursuit essential VIII/9: 625/756
Seek necessary major battle VIII/9: 635/768

Boldness (included in ‘Moral Factors’)

Boldness III/6
Boldness as a variant of courage I/1: 86/97
Boldness as a form of courage I/3: 101/116
Propensity for boldness a kind of determination I/3: 103/118
Boldness tempered by sense of risk II/5: 161/187
Assessing boldness II/5: 164/191
Boldness combined with other qualities III/1: 178/209
Boldness of Frederick the Great III/1: 180/210
Boldness is a genuinely creative force III/6: 190/223
At higher levels need for support of reflective mind III/6: 190/223
Foolhardiness not to be despised: passion unrestrained III/6: 190-1/224
As a national characteristic III/6: 191/225
Boldness governed by superior intellect mark of a hero III/6: 192/225
Boldness can lend wings to intellect III/6: 192/225
Boldness first prerequisite of great military leader III/6: 192/225
Distinguished commander without boldness unthinkable III/6: 192/225-6
Boldness of an army III/6: 192/226
Boldness for quick attacks III/8: 196/231
Boldness and cunning III/10: 203/239
Boldness and operations on flanks and rear IV/7: 242/287
Greatest daring and bold stratagem V/3: 284/337
Attacker boldness and besieging fortresses VI/10: 399/478
Boldness in river defense VI/18: 442/534
Excessive boldness and contempt of enemy VI/30: 512/621

Campaign [Operations]
The Army, the Theater of Operations, the Campaign V/2
Continuous drive for decision rare if ever in campaign I/1: 83/93
Campaign may last an entire year I/3: 107/124
Supply affects strategic lines of campaign and war II/1: 131/150
Campaign: engagements directed towards common aim II/2: 143/166
Strategist shapes individual campaigns III/1: 177/207
Strategist must go on campaign itself III/1: 177/207
Demonstrate genius by managing campaign exactly III/1: 177/208
Acute intelligence as basis of campaign success III/1: 179/210
Unifying structure—plan of campaign¹ III/1: 180/211
Likely outcomes basis of planning of a campaign or war III/1: 182/213
End of campaign or other some other strategic period III/12: 206/243-4
Campaign, physical exertion of III/12: 208/244
Entire balance sheet of the campaign IV/4: 230/272
Final balance sheet of the campaign IV/4: 230/272
Major battle as center of gravity of war or campaign IV/11: 258/307
Great battle decisive in war or campaign IV/11: 260/309
Campaigns decided by one battle a recent phenomenon IV/11: 260/309
Campaign often used to denote all operations in a year V/2: 281/333
Campaign denotes operation in a single theater of war V/2: 281/333
Institutional determinates of outcomes of campaigns V/3: 282/335
All campaigns of last 25 years: elemental force unleashed V/13: 325/388
All campaigns of last 25 years of short duration V/13: 325/388
Billet requirements of campaign V/13: 326/389
Failed or ineffective campaigns and logistics V/14: 339/405-6
End of victorious campaigns and logistical crisis V/14: 340/407
Influence of a base on military operations V/14: 343/410
Campaign defensive if theater of operations invaded VI/1: 357/427
Defensive campaign can be fought with offensive battles VI/1: 357/427
At strategic level, campaign replaces the engagement VI/1: 358/428

¹ Translation error: the phrase “mit dem Kriegs- und Feldzugsplan” [Carl von Clausewitz, *Vom Kriege*, Werner Hahlweg, ed. (Bonn: Ferdinand Dümlers Verlag, 1980), p. 350] is rendered as “with the plan of campaign”—that is, the subject of war planning is omitted.
At the highest level, war as a whole replaces the campaign IV/1: 358/428
Passive defense in course of campaign VI/2: 362/433
Effect of enveloping attack in course of campaign VI/3: 364/436
A defensive campaign may be fought in enemy territory VI/3: 365/436
Concepts characteristic of time: war, campaign, and battle VI/8: 379/453
Temporizing campaigns that exhaust the enemy VI/8: 385/460
Stalled campaigns difficult to analyze VI/8: 388/464
Book VIII: on war plans and campaign plans VI/8: 389/466
Campaigns between evenly matched forces VI/16: 425/512
Defense of river in strategic plan of campaign VI/18: 437/527
Flanking operations most useful toward end of campaign VI/24: 465/561
Attacker weakens in all campaigns of great distances VI/25: 469/566
Most campaigns lack necessary focus of decision VI/30: 501/606
Extended defensive positions in latter part of campaign VI/30: 506/612
Lateral marches more common in second half of campaign VI/30: 508/615
Offensive means of defense in campaigns of no decision VI/30: 511-14/619-21
Base line of attacker wide at beginning of campaign VII/7: 530/641
Campaign intended to force a major decision VII/15: 545/658
Nature of most campaigns: contingent dithering VII/16: 548/662
Shadow-boxing to terminate a campaign honorably VII/16: 549/663
Campaigns that seek great decision and fortresses VII/17: 551/666
Keystones for most plans of campaign: limited victory VII/22: 566/684
Recent advent of campaigns that produce national collapse VII/22: 570/690
Natural goal of all campaign plans VII/22: 570/690
Defensive and offensive campaigns VII/22: 572/691
Discussion of the planning of war and campaign VIII/1: 577/697
Character of campaigns in the 17th and 18th centuries VIII/3: 591/715
Significant feature of campaign: military defeat of enemy VIII/4: 596/720
Policy and planning of war, campaign, and battle VIII/6: 606/732-3
Military plans for war or campaign VIII/6: 607/734
Plan of operations for complete defeat of enemy VIII/9: 625/756
Never written chapter of planning of a campaign VIII/9: 625/756

Center of Gravity
Center of gravity with respect to coalition armies II/5: 163/190
Battle true center of gravity IV/9: 248/294
Major battle as center of gravity IV/11: 258/307
Great battle as provisional center of gravity IV/11: 260/309
Center of gravity of battle VI/9: 391/468
Center of gravity: where mass concentrated densely VI/27: 486/587
Center of gravity presents most effective target for a blow VI/27: 486/587
Effect on center of gravity and degree of cohesion of parts VI/27: 486/587
Distinguish centers of gravity of enemy VI/27: 486/588
Center of gravity and war planning VI/27: 487/588
Single center of gravity and theater of operations VI/27: 487/588
Decision should be reached at single center of gravity VI/27: 487/588  
Neutralization of center of gravity VI/28: 488/589  
Collision of two centers of gravity VI/28: 489/590  
Concentration of strength in our center of gravity VI/28: 489/590  
Hit enemy’s exact center of gravity VI/28: 489/591  
Center of gravity hub of all power and movement VIII/4: 595-6/720  
Center of gravity the army VIII/4: 596/720  
Center of gravity the capital VIII/4: 596/720  
Center of gravity army of protecting power VIII/4: 596/720  
Center of gravity continuity of interest VIII/4: 596/720  
Center of gravity personalities of leaders VIII/4: 596/720  
Center of gravity public opinion VIII/4: 596/720  
Attack enemy center of gravity VIII/4: 596/720  
Reduce several centers of gravity to one VIII/4: 597/721  
Identifying single center of gravity VIII/9: 617-9/746-8  
Reduce source of enemy strength to one center of gravity VIII/9: 617/746  
Can enemy center of gravity be reduced to one VIII/9: 618/748  
Exception to rule of aiming at single center of gravity VIII/9: 618/748  
First task: identify centers of gravity VIII/9: 619/748  
Second task: concentrate against center of gravity VIII/9: 619/748  
France’s center of gravity VIII/9: 620/750  
Enemy’s effort not reducible to single center of gravity VIII/9: 623/754  
Strike on common center of gravity VIII/9: 623/754  
Center of gravity of main operation has precedence VIII/9: 624/755  
Center of gravity of France: army and Paris VIII/9: 633/767  
Center of gravity of France’s power VIII/9: 634/767  

Chance, see ‘Uncertainty’

Concentration of Force

Superiority of Numbers III/8  
Concentration of Force in Space III/11  
Economy of Force III/14  
Concentration of Forces in Space III/11  
Unification of Forces in Time III/12  
Whole secret of art of war not concentration II/2: 135/155  
Superior numbers in strategy and tactics III/8: 194/228  
Superior numbers may contribute little to victory III/8: 194/228-9  
Conditions when superior numbers important III/8: 194-5/229  
First principle of strategy: numerical superiority III/8: 195/229  
Strength at really vital point usually most important factor III/8: 195/230  
Field largest possible army: not a platitude III/8: 195/230  
Courage to keep forces united III/8: 197/232  
Superiority of numbers fundamental III/8: 197/232  
Superiority in numbers not indispensable III/8: 197/232  
No higher law than concentration of forces III/11: 204/240
Concentration will not have same results  III/11: 204/240
Concentration of force recognized as the norm  III/11: 204/240
Propensity to divide forces without good reason  III/11: 204/240
Unification of forces in time: concept likely misleading  III/12: 201/241
Increasing importance of superior numbers  V/3: 282/335
Concentrated forces needed at tactical phase  V/6: 301/358
Possession of country tends to disperse fighting forces  VI/27: 486/588
Utmost concentration of strength desirable  VI/28: 489/590
Defense and concentration of force  VI/28: 493/595
Attacker in search of decision: keep forces united  VII/15: 546/660
Concentration as a basic principle of planning  VIII/9: 617/746
Concentration against center of gravity  VIII/9: 619/748
Exception: reasons for dividing forces  VIII/9: 619-23/748-53
Concentration of all action on single goal  VIII/9: 623/754
Concentration when more than one center of gravity  VIII/9: 623/755
Concentrate on offense in the main theater  VIII/9: 624/754
Main operation has precedence  VIII/9: 624/755
Precept of all precepts: unity of conception/concentration  VIII/9: 634/767
Necessary major battle and superiority of numbers  VIII/9: 635/768

Coup d’oeil, see ‘Intellect’ and ‘Unconscious’

Courage (included in ‘Moral Factors’)

Highest moral factor courage  I/1: 85/96
Boldness as a variant of courage  I/1: 86/97
Courage needed to counter uncertainty  I/1: 86/97
Courage, self-confidence, daring  I/1: 86/97
Courage and talent as element of trinity  I/1: 89/101
Courage is soldier’s first requirement  I/3: 101/116
Two kinds of courage  I/3: 101/116
Courage as a feeling or emotion  I/3: 101/116
Courage d’esprit  I/3: 102/118
Courage and determination  I/3: 103/119
Commander courage revives courage of men  I/3: 105/121
Courage and inflammable emotions  I/3: 106/123
Courage alone will not make efficient soldier  I/3: 110/128
Innate courage  I/4: 114/133
Courage to make demands of troops  I/5: 115/134
Efforts of spirit and courage  II/2: 133/153
Courage principal factor affecting judgment  II/2: 137/158
Courage is an emotion  II/2: 138/159
Courage is concerned with moral survival  II/2: 138/159
Courage is a quality all its own  II/2: 138/159
In lower ranks, courage and self-sacrifice  II/2: 140/162
Obstacles to action overcome by courage  II/2: 146/169
Decisions based on fear or courage  II/5: 168/196
Experience and courage of troops III/4: 186/218
Courage and strength of character III/7: 193/227
Courage to keep forces united III/8: 197/232
Failure diminishes troop courage and morale III/12: 207/244
Courage and intelligence, relative worth IV/3: 229/271
Loss of courage after defeat IV/4: 231/273
Danger no challenge to courage after defeat IV/4: 231/274
Return of courage after defeat IV/4: 232/274
Courage of troops and victory IV/9: 248/294
Courage and judgment as basis of continued effort IV/9: 250/296
Commander’s personal courage and endurance IV/9: 251/297
Courage and steadfastness IV/9: 251/298
Victory amplifies courage IV/10: 253/300
Awareness of insufficiency of courage IV/10: 255/302
Innate courage and perception of commander IV/11: 262/311
After lost battle, need to recover courage IV/13: 272/323
Courage and morale of an army V/3: 282/335
Courage, skill, and spirit of the individual V/17: 349/418
Commander’s courage and skill V/17: 350/418
Offense generates courage VI/3: 366/437-8
Courage in defense VI/5: 371/444
Lack of courage and enterprise VI/24: 465/561
Loss of order and courage when pursued VI/25: 470/567
Courage of insurgents VI/26: 481/581
Government that lacks courage to resist VI/26: 483/583
Courage higher in attacker than defender VI/28: 496/599
Courage of corps commanders VI/30: 510/618
Courage and single great decision VI/30: 514/623
Courage and confidence true spirit of attack VII/15: 545/658
Failure of courage with respect to plan execution VII/19: 559/677
Those with high courage overshoot objective VII/22: 573/693
Courage and ambition as incentive to act VIII/3: 590/713

Critical Analysis (see also ‘History’ and ‘Theory’)

Critical Analysis II/5
Theorist like a swimming teacher [re-enactment] I/7: 120/139
Truth must be rooted in experience II/2:137/158
Theory should be study not doctrine II/2: 141/162
Theory and critical inquiry II/2: 141/163
Critical analysis not doctrine II/5: 156/181
Critical analysis not plain narrative II/5: 156/181
Elements of critical approach II/5: 156/181
Truly critical parts of historical inquiry II/5: 156/181
Problem of unknown facts and motives II/5: 156/181
Historical results that yield no useful lesson II/5: 156/182
Critical narrative and historical research II/5: 156/182
Critical narrative must go with historical research II/5: 156/182
Theory demands investigation only up to a point II/5: 156-7/182
Point at which judgment must be suspended II/5: 157/182
Critical inquiry: examination of the means II/5: 157/182
Criticism must reach point of uncontestable truth II/5: 157/182
Critical investigation and theory proper II/5: 157/182
Critical inquiry—examination of means II/5: 157/182
Criticism vital to reach incontrovertible truth II/5: 157/182
Study of cause and effect leads to realm of theory II/5: 157/182
Working theory essential basis for criticism II/5: 157/183
Theory cannot cover every abstract truth II/5: 157/183
Theory not prescriptive but aid to judgment II/5: 158/183
Critic concerned with cause and effect II/5: 158/184
Tracing cause and ultimate effects II/5: 158-9/184
Tracing multiple levels of cause and effect II/5: 159/184-5
Need to consider alternative outcomes II/5: 159/185
Need to make assumptions about unknowns II/5: 159/185
Extending critical analysis to ultimate objectives II/5: 161/187
Natural talent enhances critical analysis II/5: 161/187
Critical analysis must assess all possible means II/5: 161/187
Need for surmise: creativity of the intellect II/5: 161/188
Proof in critical analysis II/5: 163/189
Historical proof II/5: 164/191
Observational perspective: two possibilities II/5: 164/191
Mass of minor circumstances now lost to us II/5: 164/192
 Adopting perspective of commander II/5: 165/193
Assuming elevated position of criticism II/5: 166/193
Human eye cannot trace interconnections II/5: 167/194
Delicate link invisible to mind’s eye II/5: 167/195
Critical analysis: thinking that precedes action II/5: 168/196
Critical analysis and natural workings of the mind II/5: 168/196-7
Theory cannot always have historical proof II/6: 171/200
Theory refers to experience to indicate origin II/6: 171/200
History alone insufficient for critical investigation V/4: 287/340
Place oneself in position of the commander VIII/3: 593/717-8
Appreciation of all determining features of war VIII/3: 593/717-8
Theory must account for universal and particular VIII/3: 593/718
Explaining outcome not the same thing as criticism VIII/9: 627/759
Criticism: identify causes that could have been foreseen VIII/9: 627/759

Culminating Point

The Culminating Point of the Attack VII/5
The Culminating Point of Victory VII/22
Point of Culmination VI/8: 383/458-9
Culminating point of French offensive VI/24: 467/564
Decision at point of culmination without battle VI/25: 478/577
Culminating point of victory VII/2: 524/634
Culminating point of attack VII/5: 528/639
Detection of culminating point requires judgment VII/5: 528/639
Even victory has a culminating point VII/22: 566/684
Culminating point an issue when aim limited VII/22: 570/690
Psychology of exceeding culminating point VII/22: 572/692
Planning should establish culminating point VII/22: 572/692
Every victory has culminating point VIII/3: 582/704
Offensive reaching its culminating point VIII/9: 625/756-7
Attack reaches culminating point VIII/9: 626/757

Danger (see also ‘Moral Factors’)
On Danger in War I/4
Subjective nature of war—danger I/1: 85/96
Climate of war: danger, exertion, uncertainty, and chance I/3: 104/120
Experience of danger I/4: 113/132
Danger is part of friction of war I/4: 114/133
Fighting operates in peculiar element of danger II/1: 127/145
Need to take account of conditions of danger II/2: 133/153
Influence of danger II/2: 138/159-60
Danger inspires inner tension and vigor V/3: 283/337
People’s War cannot survive too much danger VI/26: 482/582-3

Defense (see also ‘Peoples War’ and ‘Waiting’)
Defense VI
Attack and Defense VI/1
The Relationship of Attack and Defense in Tactics VI/2
The Relationship of Attack and Defense in Strategy VI/3
Convergence of Attack and Divergence of Defense VI/4
The Character of Strategic Defense VI/5
Scope of the Means of Defense VI/6
Interaction between Attack and Defense VI/7
Types of Resistance VI/8
The Defensive Battle VI/9
Fortresses VI/10
Fortresses—Continued VI/11
Defensive Positions VI/12
Fortified Positions and Entrenched Camp VI/13
Flank Positions VI/14
Defensive Mountain Warfare VI/15
Defensive Mountain Warfare—Continued VI/16
Defensive Mountain Warfare—Continued VI/17
Defense of Rivers and Streams VI/18
Defense of Rivers and Streams—Continued VI/19
Defense of Swamps/Inundations VI/20
Defense of Forests VI/21
The Cordons VI/22
The Key to the Country VI/23
Operations on a Flank VI/24
Retreat to the Interior of the Country VI/25
The People in Arms VI/26
Defense of a Theater of Operations VI/27
Defense of a Theater of Operations—Continued VI/28
Defense of a Theater of Operations—Continued VI/29
Defense of a Theater of Operations—Concluded VI/30

Attack and defense different: polarity inapplicable I/1: 83/94
Stronger form of war than attack I/1: 84/94
Defense when very idea of defeating enemy unreal I/2: 91/103
Pure self-defense: fight without a positive purpose I/2: 93/106
Negative policy: force enemy to renounce intention I/2: 93/106
Negative aim lies at heart of pure resistance I/2: 94/106-7
Distinction between attack and defense I/2: 94/107
Use of every means available for pure resistance I/2: 94/107
Pure resistance seeks to wear down enemy strength I/2: 98/112
Pure resistance has no positive intention I/2: 98/112
Policy with negative purpose waits I/2: 98/112
Negative aim does not imply bloodless decision I/2: 98/113
When benefit of negative policy exhausted I/2: 99/113
Secret of effectiveness of resisting to the last II/5: 161/187
Use of surprise in defense III/9: 198/233
Defense and strategic reserve III/13: 210/247
Greater strength of the defensive works against action III/16: 217/255
Defense followed by counter-attack in Russia III/17: 220/258
Attack and defense, and polarity III/18: 222/262
Defensive engagement IV/5: 236/280
Defensive actions that do not bring results IV/5: 237/281
Delaying action: relative defense (see footnote to text) IV/6: 238/282
Case of defense avoiding battle IV/8: 245/292
Defense improved by use of accidents of terrain IV/9: 249/295
Defense and great battles that lead to great results IV/11: 260/308-9
Hand-to-hand fighting essence of defense V/4: 285/338
Different armies not required for attack and defense V/4: 289/343
Defense against flanking movements V/6: 300/356
Defense and problem of supply V/14: 339/406
Defense and command of heights V/18: 353/421
Concept of defense: parrying of a blow VI/1: 357/427
Characteristic feature of defense: awaiting blow VI/1: 357/427
Waiting applied only to basic concept of defense VI/1: 357/427
Defense can wage offensive battle VI/1: 357/427
Defense: shield made up of well-directed blows VI/1: 357/427
Object of defense: preservation VI/1: 357/427
Defense is easier than attack VI/1: 357/427-8
Time unused benefits defense VI/1: 357-8/428
Defense: advantage of position VI/1: 357-8/428
In defense, beatit sunt possidentes VI/1: 358/428
Defense at the tactical level VI/1: 358/428
Passive purpose of defense: possession VI/1: 358/428
Defense intrinsically stronger than offense VI/1: 358/428
Defensive start, end with offense VI/1: 358/428-9
Defense without counter-attack absurd VI/1: 358/429
Defense stronger form of waging war VI/1: 359/429
Experience supports greater strength of defense VI/1: 359/429
Defender achieves surprise through counter-attack VI/2: 360/431-2
Defender better placed to spring surprises VI/2: 361/432
Passive defense in course of campaign VI/2: 362/433
Passive defense of terrain no longer predominant VI/2: 362/433
If offense changes, defense must change VI/2: 362/433
Defense always certain of benefit of terrain VI/2: 362/433
Defense must follow offense VI/3: 365/437
A defensive campaign may be fought in enemy territory VI/3: 365/436
Defense stronger form of war than attack VI/3: 366/437
Dismissal of importance of divergence of defense VI/4: 367/439
Flexible defense in depth VI/4: 368/441
Defensive advantage of interior lines VI/4: 369/441
As the basis of offensive action VI/5: 370/443
Necessity of counter-attack as part of defense VI/5: 370/443
Only aggression that calls forth defense VI/5: 370/444
War serves defense more than aggressor VI/5: 370/444
It is the weak that need defense VI/5: 370/444
Slow reaction offset by the strengths of defense VI/5: 371/444
Defense as it should be VI/5: 371/444
Harnessing of moral forces: superiority of defense VI/6: 372/445
State system favors defense VI/6: 374/448
Defender can count on assistance, attacker cannot VI/6: 376/450
Idea of war originates with defense VI/7: 377/451
War begins with act of defense not offense VI/7: 377/451
Defense establishes initial laws of war VI/7: 377/451
Defense commits first act of war, that is, resistance VI/7: 377/452
Essence of defense: parrying attack VI/8: 379/453
Defense simply stronger form of war VI/8: 380/454
Of national territory more affected by politics VI/8: 380/454
Defense of theater of operations best illustration of defense VI/8: 380/454
Retaliation fundamental to all defense VI/8: 380/454
Defense may achieve more than original goals VI/8: 380/455
Defense is the stronger form of war VI/8: 380/455
Defensive action only in event of attack (preemption issue) VI/8: 380/455
Defensive options: theater of operations VI/8: 380-1/455-6
Intensification of defense over time VI/8: 382/457
Defense as a form of borrowing VI/8: 383/458
Lack of decision constitutes success for defense VI/8: 383/458
Decision does not always take form of battle VI/8: 384/459
Defense through exhausting attacker VI/8: 385/460-1
History read skeptically: proper concept of defense VI/8: 388/465
In defense, resort to tactical offense VI/9: 390/467
Aim of defensive battle can be to destroy enemy VI/9: 392/470
Defensive battle: win more likely and equal results VI/9: 392/470
Fortresses as foremost support of defense VI/10: 395/473
Fortresses and river defense VI/10: 399/479
Defense relying on outside help: need to gain time VI/11: 402/482
Ideal defensive position VI/12: 407/489
Great advantage of strong defensive position VI/12: 407-8/489-90
Fortified positions: three methods of defense VI/13: 410/492
Defensive strength of mountains is illusory VI/15: 417-8/501-2
Defense in mountains tends to produce paralysis VI/15: 421/506
When absolute defense not required VI/15: 422/507
Defensive mountain warfare should be avoided VI/16: 424/510
Mountains generally unsuited to defense VI/16: 427/514
Defense of river in strategic plan of campaign VI/18: 437/527
Time is what defender needs most VI/18: 437/527
Defense behind river-valley very advantageous VI/18: 440/531
Conditions under which defense has little hope VI/18: 442/533
Feigned defense of a river VI/18: 443/534
Defender at home better placed for turning movements VI/24: 466/562-3
Avoid defeat: yield contested ground in time VI/25: 469/566
Resupply and reinforcement favor defender VI/25: 470/567
Defender withdrawal increases impact of victory VI/25: 470/568
Defense object not loss avoidance but better peace VI/25: 471/568
For defense no temporary sacrifice too severe VI/25: 471/568
Moral drawbacks for defender of retreat VI/25: 471/568-9
Conditions that favor defensive retreat VI/25: 471-7/569-76
Defense yielding ground always a secondary aim VI/25: 477/576
Retreat should be undertaken by intact forces VI/25: 477/576
Russian space not always needed for retreat option VI/25: 477/577
In Russia tide turned without victorious battle VI/25: 478/577
Defense stronger form of combat VI/27: 484/585
Substance versus ultimate object of defense VI/27: 484/585
Ultimate object of defense VI/27: 484/585
Occupied territory only lent to the attacker VI/28: 488/589
Defense and concentration of force VI/28: 493/595
Successive stages of defense VI/28: 495-8/597-602
Resistance and discouragement of attacker VI/29: 500/604-5
\textit{Beati sunt possidentes} takes place of decision VI/30: 502/607
Possession of territory takes place of decision VI/30: 502/607
Defense of extended positions VI/30: 506/612
Extended defensive positions in latter part of campaign VI/30: 506/612
Defense that uses active means superior VI/30: 507/614
Defense and lines of communication VI/30: 511/618-9
Active defense VI/30: 511/619
Defender alert for chance to strike a blow VI/30: 512/620-1
When difference between attack and defense nil VI/30: 513/621
Cost of surmounting defense disproportionate VII/1: 523/633
Defense: not total but relative passive endurance VII/2: 524/634
Defense permeated with elements of offensive VII/2: 524/634
Defense original sin, mortal disease of attack VII/2: 524/634
Defense an impeding burden of attack VII/2: 524/634
Defense is the stronger form of war VII/2: 524/634
Superiority of strategic defense VII/2: 524/634
Defense exploitation of attack vulnerability VII/2: 524/634-5
Defense can turn imperceptibly into attack VII/3: 526/637
Aim of defensive battle: postpone decision VII/7: 530-1/642
When attack not aimed at important decision VII/8: 532/643
Rivers problematical as defense VII/8: 533-4/645
Risky business to attack a strong position VII/9: 535/646
Impregnability of entrenched positions VII/10: 536/647
Entrenchments can be held against superior forces VII/10: 536/647
Possibility that mountain defense unassailable VII/11: 538/650
Mountains unsuited for decisive defensive battle VII/11: 538/650
Dislodge defense: threaten line of retreat VII/11: 539/651
Defense seeking absolute decision inappropriate VII/14: 543/656
Prudence true spirit of defense VII/15: 545/658
Resort to defense assures lack of positive intent VII/16: 550/665
Absolute form of defense of a surrounded position VII/17: 553/668
Defender being in real danger makes greater effort VII/22: 567/685
Defense of attack gains weak in key elements VII/22: 572/691
Defense itself that weakens attack VII/22: 572/691
Defense must gauge attacker over-extension VII/22: 572/692
After benefitting from defense defender must attack VIII/4: 600/725
Ultimate aim of defense more than negation VIII/8: 613/741
Aim of defense must embody idea of waiting VIII/8: 613/742
Leading feature of defense: waiting VIII/8: 613/742
Defense waits for change in political conditions VIII/8: 613/742
Positive aim of defense not part of initial plan VIII/8: 614/742
Even in defense, major gain requires major stake VIII/8: 617/745
Invasion of France as strategic defense: counterattack VIII/8: 636/770

Desperation (included in ‘Moral Factors’)
Desperation connects cunning and daring III/10: 203/239
Desperation natural law of moral world VI/26: 483/583
Determination (included in ‘Moral Factors’)

- Determination to render enemy powerless wanes I/1: 80/90
- Determination limits the agonies of doubt I/3: 102-3/118
- Propensity for boldness a kind of determination I/3: 103/118
- Determination a mental act I/3: 103/119
- Courage and determination I/3: 103/119
- Determination is fear of wavering to suppress fear I/3: 103/119
- Men of low intellect cannot be determined I/3: 103/119
- Determination: strong not brilliant mind I/3: 103/119
- Obstinacy as a fault of temperament I/3: 108/126
- Determination, etc. I/3: 112/130-1
- Determination as junior officer III/6: 191/224
- Instinctive determination in conduct of war IV/4: 233/276
- Inflexible determination and innate obstinacy IV/9: 251/298
- Determination in defense VI/5: 371/444
- Testing attacker determination VI/8: 381/455
- Lack of attacker determination VI/8: 382/456
- Faintness of attacker determination VI/8: 387/463
- Determination in defense VI/9: 392/470
- Skill and determination of enemy commander VI/10: 395/474
- Greater determination as a last resort VI/18: 442/534
- Leader must be dominant and determined VI/30: 510/618
- Determination and single great decision VI/30: 514/623
- Case of not reckoning with determination VI/30: 519/629
- Attack made without dash or determination VII/8: 532/643
- Determination to fight a battle VII/8: 533/645
- Determination insufficient to achieve decision VII/16: 548/662
- Attacker determination to risk decisive blow VII/16: 550/664
- Determination of convoy escort VII/18: 556/672
- Lack of determination of attacker of convoy VII/18: 556/672
- Had attack been made with determination . . . VII/19: 559/677
- Great determination needed in attack on billets VII/19: 560/678
- Lack of determination: imaginary equilibrium VII/22: 571/691
- If each attack pressed with determination , , , VIII/9: 636/770

Dialectical Expression VII/1: 523/633

Emotions (see also ‘Moral Factors’)

- War as an act of force: must involve emotions I/1: 76/85
- Emotions of the masses I/1: 88/99
- Emotion as an element of trinity I/1: 89/101
- Fear of wavering to suppress fear I/3: 103/119
- Emotional balance I/3: 104/120
- Great strength not easily produced without emotion I/3: 105/121
- Most powerful passion: longing for honor I/3: 105/121
- Balance emotion/passion: assures dominance of intellect I/3: 106/122
Noblest pride and deepest need: urge to act rationally
Strong character: one not unbalanced by emotions
Inflammable emotions of little value in war
Maintain balance in spite of powerful emotions
Emotional balance, necessity of
Suffering and danger: emotion overwhelms intellect
Emotional strength and powerful character
Give hopes not fears benefit of doubt
Combat an expression of hostile feelings
Fallacy of not taking account of emotion
Courage is an emotion
Effect of petty emotions on high command
Play of emotions reduced: lucid thought/self control
Action in war driven by enterprising spirit
Psychology of exceeding culminating point

Equilibrium (see also ‘Waiting’)
Even after balance badly upset, can be restored
Reduction of everything to formulas of equilibrium
Timidity implies loss of equilibrium
Opponents never in state of equilibrium
When fighting interrupted, equilibrium results
Distinction: balance, tension, and rest
Equilibrium can accommodate a good deal of activity
Acts less important when equilibrium prevails
Equilibrium reflex of state of crisis (real war)
Loss of moral equilibrium not to be underestimated
Equilibrium of contending sides in battle
Change of equilibrium in battle
Original line of equilibrium prior to battle
Moment of equilibrium return after lost battle
Equilibrium and logistics
Equilibrium and balance of power
State of tactical equilibrium and maneuver
When equilibrium imagined
Action in progress can overcome equilibrium

Escalation, Danger of
Propensity to escalate
Need to be prepared for absolute war
Know what kind of war one is getting into
Appeal to supreme tribunal—force
God of war may catch him unawares
Sharp sword versus ornamental rapier

Danger of foe who knows no law other than power

Transition from fencer to wrestler

Danger of thinking recent wars as blunders

Danger of ignoring danger of escalation

Come with a sharp sword and hack off our arms

True nature of war will break through again

Need to assess probability of escalation

Wage absolute war when general can or must

Experience

As indeed experience shows . . .

Experience teaches how to guard against oneself

Experience and sense of locality

Genius, experience, and observation

Experience of danger

Experience precisely determines judgment

In absence of experience, favor hopes and not fears

Theorist must learn to generalize from experience

Only experienced officers make right decisions

Experience only lubricant to general friction

Limited source of experience: foreign officers

Effect of a few experienced officers on others

Experience lends objectivity to impressions

Truth must be rooted in experience

Experience as military history

Life as a source of experience

Experience will never produce a Newton or Euler

Experience can produce a great general

Limitations of experience without education

Reference to experience in support of theory

Experience counts more than abstract truth

Nature of things only revealed by experience

Theory refers to experience to indicate origin

Need for thorough personal experience of war

Experience essential to understand execution of plan

Accept on faith what one lacks in experience

Experience and courage of troops

Long experience creates a knack of assessing information

Experience very source of particular conviction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Volume/Chapter</th>
<th>Page/Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Validity of proposition known from experience</td>
<td>IV/6</td>
<td>238/282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal to experience for those who have none</td>
<td>IV/9</td>
<td>249/296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct estimate product of skill and experience</td>
<td>IV/9</td>
<td>251/297-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience as basis of reasoning about battle</td>
<td>IV/11</td>
<td>260/308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience of responsibility</td>
<td>IV/11</td>
<td>262/311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implication of recent military experience</td>
<td>IV/12</td>
<td>265/315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When lessons of experience invalid</td>
<td>V/4</td>
<td>287/340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons of experience, inadequacy of history</td>
<td>V/4</td>
<td>287/340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anyone with experience of war will understand</td>
<td>V/5</td>
<td>294/350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion that would betray lack of experience</td>
<td>V/5</td>
<td>296/352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience shows/experience teaches</td>
<td>V/10</td>
<td>316/377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience is the best guideline for . . .</td>
<td>V/11</td>
<td>319/382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent experience has made plain . . .</td>
<td>V/16</td>
<td>347/414-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy contradicted by experience</td>
<td>V/18</td>
<td>354/422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit in the nature of matter and experience</td>
<td>VI/1</td>
<td>358/428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience shows . .</td>
<td>VI/1</td>
<td>359/430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only actual experience in war . . .</td>
<td>VI/10</td>
<td>396/475-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anyone who has experience of war . .</td>
<td>VI/15</td>
<td>417/501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platitude that can be disproved by experience</td>
<td>VI/15</td>
<td>419/504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance of propositions derived from experience</td>
<td>VI/17</td>
<td>432/520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience tends to show . .</td>
<td>VI/26</td>
<td>482/582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience shows . .</td>
<td>VI/30</td>
<td>504/609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience should be basis of theoretical law</td>
<td>VI/30</td>
<td>516/625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instinct born of long experience</td>
<td>VI/30</td>
<td>517/626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons of experience stretched beyond their limits</td>
<td>VII/8</td>
<td>532/644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion that appears to counter experience</td>
<td>VII/11</td>
<td>537/649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience has frequently illustrated . .</td>
<td>VII/20</td>
<td>563/681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culminating point demonstrated by experience</td>
<td>VII/22</td>
<td>566/684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience goes to show . .</td>
<td>VII/22</td>
<td>570/690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal experience: overextension</td>
<td>VII/22</td>
<td>570-1/690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauge war in light of military experience</td>
<td>VIII/1</td>
<td>577/697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments based on general experience</td>
<td>VIII/4</td>
<td>596/720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matter of common experience . .</td>
<td>VIII/6</td>
<td>607-8/734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitations of particular experience</td>
<td>VIII/6</td>
<td>608/735</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fog [of war], see ‘Uncertainty’

**Form of On War**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Volume/Chapter</th>
<th>Page/Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure of entire book</td>
<td>I/1</td>
<td>75/83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two subjects: conduct of fighting and planning</td>
<td>I/1</td>
<td>128/146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two activities: strategy and tactics</td>
<td>II/1</td>
<td>128/146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected revision of Book III, Chapter 1</td>
<td>III/1</td>
<td>180/211-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books III/IV: on operative elements of war</td>
<td>IV/1</td>
<td>225/265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note on unwritten Book Nine [perhaps on absolute war]</td>
<td>V/9</td>
<td>313/373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book VIII: on war plans and campaign plans</td>
<td>VI/8</td>
<td>389/466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books VI/VII: complementary</td>
<td>VII/1</td>
<td>523/633</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note on final chapter of Book VII: VII/5: 528/639
Books I and VIII: study of war as a whole: VIII/1: 577/697
Note on unwritten chapter on planning a campaign: VIII/9: 625/756
Note on unwritten chapter on supreme command: VIII/9: 633/766

Friction

Friction in War: I/7
Resistance of inertia or friction: I/1: 87/98
Resistance of the machine (army): I/3: 104-5/120-1
Danger as a part of friction: I/4: 114/133
Physical effort a great source of friction: I/5: 115/135
Difficulty of accurate recognition: I/6: 117/137
Serious source of friction: unexpected: I/6: 117/137
Misperception of reality: I/6: 118/137
Everything in war simple but difficult: I/7: 119/138
Friction: real war and war on paper: I/7: 119/138
Friction everywhere in contact with chance: I/7: 120/139
Action in war movement in resistant element: I/7: 120/139
Theory can never quite define: I/7: 120/140
Iron will power can overcome: I/7: 119/138
General Friction: I/8: 122/141
Only lubricant to general friction experience: I/8: 122/141
Brisk, precise leadership reduces natural friction: II/4: 153/178
Friction as an impediment to action: III/1: 180/211
Friction as an impediment to surprise: III/9: 198/233
Every kind of friction is reduced: VI/3: 365/437
Napoleonic war and friction: VIII/2: 580/702
Friction everywhere, increases scope for chance: VIII/7: 612/740
Small objectives and effect of friction: VIII/9: 636/770

General Staff

Staff, limitations of: VI/30: 506/613
General staff tends to write and publish most: VI/30: 506/612
General staff, knowledge of topography, and plans: VI/30: 508/615
Idiocy of planning by “trained” general staff: VIII/9: 623/753
War should be directed by commander, not staff: VIII/9: 623/753-4
General staff officer may purvey arrant nonsense: VIII/9: 635/769

Genius (see also ‘Intellect’ and ‘Unconscious’)

On Military Genius: I/3
Character of commander: talent and courage: I/1: 89/101
Defined as highly developed mental aptitude: I/3: 100/115
Gifts of mind and temperament bearing on military activity: I/3: 100/115
Harmonious combination of elements: I/3: 100/115
Military genius and higher degree of civilization: I/3: 101/116
Intellectual powers and higher forms of genius: I/3: 101/116
Average result that indicates military genius I/3: 103/119
Strong character: one not unbalanced by emotions I/3: 106/122
Man of character: stable and constant views I/3: 108/125
Emotional strength and powerful character I/3: 108/126
Special gift: sense of locality--effects of terrain on war I/3: 109/127
Need for outstanding intellect I/3: 110/128
Talent and genius I/3: 111/129
Term genius reserved for highest position I/3: 111/129
Supreme command: greatest intellectual and moral needs I/3: 111/129-30
Supreme commander must absorb great range of business I/3: 111/130
Commander must be both general and statesman I/3: 111/130
Genius and intuition I/3: 112/130
Command decisions require a Newton or Euler I/3: 112/130
Genius must have sense of unity and judgment I/3: 112/130
Sovereign eye of genius itself I/3: 112/130
Genius: gets support from brains and temperament I/3: 112/130-1
Genius: intuition that perceives truth at every point I/3: 112/130
Genius: determination, firmness, staunchness, character I/3: 112/130
Genius: inquiring rather than creative mind I/3: 112/131
Genius: comprehensive rather than specialist I/3: 112/131
Genius: calm rather than excitable head I/3: 112/131
Genius rises above all rules II/2: 136/157
What genius does the best rule II/2: 136/157
Unique cases must be left to judgment and talent II/2: 139/161
What is unknown, talent must guess II/2: 140/161
Commander must rely on innate talent II/2: 140/161-2
Talent and genius operates outside of rules II/2: 140/161-2
Nature of case admits no arbiter than talent II/2: 141/163
Experience as active ingredient of talent II/2: 141/163
Genius as a category not covered by theory II/2: 145/168
Difference between a genius and a pedant II/2: 145/168
Commander’s talent for judgment II/2: 146/169
Commander talent for learning II/2: 146/169
Truth is expression of personality II/2: 147/170
Total assimilation of life and mind II/2: 147/170
Natural talent and trained talent II/2: 147/170
Natural talent and critical analysis II/5: 161/187
What is not true genius II/5: 161/188
In war a trained natural aptitude called for II/5: 165/193
Talent of a Frederick or Bonaparte II/5: 165/193
Observation of genius II/5: 165/193
Essential interconnections genius has divined II/5: 165/193
Delicate link between success and genius II/5: 167/195
Unusual mental gifts needed to keep whole picture in mind III/1: 177/208
Demonstrate genius by managing campaign exactly III/1: 177/208
Effects of genius show in ultimate success of whole III/1: 177/208
How a general exhibits genius: harmony of effort III/1: 177-8/208
Look for genius where it does not and cannot exist III/1: 177-8/208
Combination of qualities needed to be great III/1: 178/209
Genius above all rules III/3: 184/216
Rules are not only made for idiots, but are idiotic III/3: 184/216
Complete immersion of personality in task of war III/5: 187/219
Spirit created by war and great leadership III/5: 189/222
Boldness governed by superior intellect mark of a hero III/6: 192/225
Genius: only partly conscious motivation III/6: 192/225
Character and talent of victorious commander IV/10: 256/303
Commander with true military spirit IV/11: 260-1/309
Strategic execution requires heroic qualities IV/11: 262/311
Importance of commander-in-chief talent V/3: 282/335-6
When talent and insight of commander paramount V/17: 350/418
Genius of Frederick the Great VI/1: 359/429
General spirit: victory and talent of leader VI/3: 366/438
Man who achieves great results with limited means VII/22: 573/693
Easy confidence of great commanders VIII/1: 577/698
Genuine talent despises pedantry VIII/1: 578/698
Great commander—effortless coup d’oeil VIII/1: 578/698
Essence of good generalship VIII/1: 578/698
God of war himself VIII/3: 583/706
Intuition of a genius required for planning VIII/3: 586/708
Newton would quail before algebraic problems war poses VIII/3: 586/708
When responsibility and danger liberate VIII/3: 586/708
Decision shaped by qualities of mind and character VIII/3: 586/708
Makers of decision: rulers, statesmen, commanders VIII/3: 586/708
Maker of decision: single man or several men VIII/3: 586/708
War should be directed by single individual VIII/9: 623/753-4

History (see also ‘Critical Analysis’)
On Historical Examples II/6
Understanding of military history I/1: 88/100
Proposition demonstrated by history of war I/2: 96/110
Layman’s knowledge of event nondescript I/3: 112/131
Memoir/close history: countless threads of tapestry I/3: 112/131
Concealed or unknown factors affecting decisions I/3: 112/131
Growth in sophistication of military history II/2: 134/154
Military history as experience II/2: 141/163
Military history as sequence of events II/2: 144/166
Commander need not be learned historian II/2: 146/169
Military history shows . . . II/3: 149/173
In war, facts and motive are seldom fully known II/5: 156/181
Historical references usually only confuse II/5: 164/191
Mass of minor circumstances now lost to us II/5: 164/192
Military history as a source of instruction II/5: 165/192
Arbitrary judgment where half evidence missing II/5: 167/195
Misuse of historical examples II/5: 169/197
Historical examples clarify everything II/6: 170/199
Use of history normally irritates intelligence II/6: 170/199
Historical example may explain idea II/6: 171/200-1
Historical example may show application of idea II/6: 171/200-1
Historical fact may support a statement II/6: 171/200-1
History provides basis for deduction of doctrine II/6: 171/200-1
Necessity of historical rigor II/6: 171-2/201
Use of multiple historical examples II/6: 172/202
Danger of superficial historical analysis II/6: 172/202
Ferquères inadequate use of history to prove II/6: 172-3/202
Focus on one event preferable to multiple cases II/6: 173/203
Irresponsible handling of history leads to error II/6: 173/203
History of recent events to be preferred II/6: 173/203
Drawbacks of studying the distant past II/6: 174/204
Ideal of teaching war through historical examples II/6: 174/204
History: truth, whole truth, and nothing but truth II/6: 174/204
A mistake repeatedly illustrated in military history III/1: 182/214
History provides strongest proof of moral factors III/3: 185/217
Most important benefit of historical study III/3: 185/217
Objective: insights, broad impressions, flashes of intuition III/3: 185/217
Need for historical evidence about moral factors III/4: 186/218
To be blind to all the evidence of history III/5: 189/221
Perception of certain effects rare in history III/8: 197/231
Misuse of historical example III/9: 199/235
History has few such events to report III/9: 200/236
Qualities do not figure prominently in history III/10: 202/238
History of warfare so often shows . . . III/16: 217/254
If we read history with an open mind . . . IV/3: 229/271
Suppressed facts compromise history IV/4: 233/276
History of minor engagements will show . . . IV/7: 244/289
Terminology used by historians misleading IV/8: 245/291
Errors of historians and theorists IV/11: 259/308
Lessons of experience and inadequacy of history V/4: 287/340
History alone insufficient for critical investigation V/4: 287/340
Military history yields no definite rules . . . V/7: 302/359
Error of constructing all history from anecdote VI/6: 374/448
Briefest glance at history will reveal . . . VI/6: 375/449
Clear cases in military history . . . VI/8: 384/460
Criticizes far-fetched explanation of historians VI/8: 385/461
Military history as a chronic lie and deception VI/8: 387/463
Tissue of falsehoods passing into history VI/8: 388/464
Military history must be read skeptically VI/8: 388/465
History of war does not prove . . . VI/9: 392/470
Military history frequently tells us . . . VI/10: 397/477
Sophistry in military history VI/10: 398/478
Archduke Charles a sound historian VI/16: 423/509
Memoirs of generals VI/23: 457/552-3
If we consult military history . . . VI/23: 458/554
Military history has shown . . . VI/25: 469/566
History records numerous cases that . . . VI/30: 501/606
Reference to military history will show . . . VI/30: 506/612
History does not provide basis for rules, etc. VI/30: 516/626
History provides basis for exercise of judgment VI/30: 517/626
If military history also shows . . . VII/8: 532/643-4
Military history shows . . . VII/11: 538/650
Military history demonstrates fact of . . . VII/16: 549/663
Reasons for certain action never admitted VII/18: 556/672
We can see from military history . . . VII/19: 558/675
History forces us to admit . . . VII/22: 571/690
Validity of a view of war derived from history VII/3: 582/705
Careful study of history shows . . . VIII/6: 607/734
History gains sense VIII/3: 583/706
If we wish to learn from history , , , VIII/8: 616/744
Military history can show examples VIII/9: 625/756
Not so foolish to suggest history . . . VIII/9: 626/757
Study of military history: what is essential VIII/9: 630/762

Human Nature (see also ‘Moral Factors’ and ‘Unconscious’)
Contrary to human nature to make an extreme effort I/1: 80/89
Propensity to exaggerate enemy strength I/1: 84-5/95
Human nature finds uncertainty fascinating I/1: 86/97
Revel in possibility (swimmer analogy) I/1: 86/97
Importance of personality and personal relations I/2: 94/107
War is the realm of physical exertion and suffering I/3: 101/116
Man is governed by feelings rather than thought I/3: 102/118
Man who acts without reflection has no doubts I/3: 103/119
Sense of human dignity I/3: 106/122
No activity like war to rob men of self-confidence I/3: 108/125
Intellectual and moral powers of human nature I/3: 110/128
Truth rarely sufficient to make men act I/3: 112/130
Step long from cognition to volition I/3: 112/130
Most powerful springs of action in men lie in emotions I/3: 112/130
Human mind is far from uniform I/3: 112/131
In face of danger, reason works differently I/4: 113/133
Most men believe bad news rather than good I/6: 117/136
Nature of revenge as a human phenomenon II/2: 138/159
Subtle analysis of human character unnecessary II/2: 146/169
Role of personal style II/4: 154/179
Range of human calculation and belief II/5: 167/195
Most generals paralyzed by unnecessary doubts III/1: 179/209
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page/Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human judgment, being fickle</td>
<td>III/4: 186/218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man under pressure gives in to physical/mental weakness</td>
<td>III/7: 193/227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunning as a human characteristic</td>
<td>III/10: 202/227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War chained by human weaknesses</td>
<td>III/16: 216/254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man creates very danger that he fears</td>
<td>III/16: 216/254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear and indecision native to human mind</td>
<td>III/16: 217/254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfection of human perception and judgment</td>
<td>III/16: 217/254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action in war driven by enterprising spirit</td>
<td>III/16: 217/254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All war presupposes human weakness</td>
<td>IV/10: 256/304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human spirit recoils from decision by single blow</td>
<td>IV/11: 259/307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Cater to weakness, cater to human nature”</td>
<td>IV/11: 260/308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole weight of human needs and weaknesses</td>
<td>IV/12: 263/313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few men can think beyond present moment</td>
<td>IV/12: 264/313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human reasons why less achieved than possible</td>
<td>IV/12: 264/313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only human to eliminate avoidable burdens</td>
<td>IV/12: 268/318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctance of most generals to achieve even little</td>
<td>IV/12: 269/320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dread of things that might go wrong</td>
<td>VI/30: 502/607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangers of reliance on expert advice</td>
<td>VI/30: 506/613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinates must be driven in spite of drawbacks</td>
<td>VI/30: 510/618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare for general to set out with firm objective</td>
<td>VII/3: 526/637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timidity and orthodoxy on one hand, rashness on other</td>
<td>VII/22: 570/689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action in progress can overcome inhibition</td>
<td>VII/22: 572/692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men act on dominating impressions or feelings</td>
<td>VIII/2: 579/701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistency, imprecision, and timidity of man</td>
<td>VIII/2: 580/702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frailties and shortcomings of human race</td>
<td>VIII/6A: 604/729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness of war derives from human nature</td>
<td>VIII/6: 605/731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human nature—no philosophy can resolve</td>
<td>VIII/6: 605/731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully realize influence of human weakness</td>
<td>VIII/9: 630/762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal characteristics of commanders</td>
<td>VIII/9: 632/765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instinct, see ‘Unconscious’

Intellect (see also ‘Genius’)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page/Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum use of force and use of intellect</td>
<td>I/1: 75/84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of superior intelligence</td>
<td>I/1: 87/98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason as element of trinity</td>
<td>I/1: 89/101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellect retains glimmering of inner light: <em>coup d’oeil</em></td>
<td>I/3: 102/117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most intelligent people are irresolute</td>
<td>I/3: 102/118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man is governed by feelings rather than thought</td>
<td>I/3: 102/118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men of low intellect cannot be determined</td>
<td>I/3: 103/119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some cavalry officers not given to deep thought</td>
<td>I/3: 103/119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man who does not reflect cannot be torn by doubt</td>
<td>I/3: 103/119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination: strong not brilliant mind</td>
<td>I/3: 103/119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance of intellect: self control</td>
<td>I/3: 106/122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions of war assault intellect</td>
<td>I/3: 108/122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War waged with distinction requires outstanding intellect</td>
<td>I/3: 110/128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Brave but brainless cannot do significant things I/3: 111/129
Even junior positions require outstanding intellect I/3: 111/129
Command decisions like problem in mathematics I/3: 112/130
Quality of mind needed—inquiring not creative I/3: 112/131
Intelligence insulted by confused welter of ideas II/1: 132/152
Siege: operations involving intellectual effort II/2: 133/153
Creative intellectual activity II/2: 133/154
Diversity of intellectual qualities II/2: 139/160
Inquiry an active ingredient of talent II/2: 141/162-3
Commanders are not scholars II/2: 145/168
Simplicity of knowledge required in war II/2: 145/168
Human mental activity requires stock of ideas II/2: 145/168
Knowledge in war is very simple II/2: 146/169
Nature of knowledge required in war II/2: 146/169
Intellectual activity simple only at lower ranks II/2: 146/169
Intellectual difficulty increases as rank rises II/2: 146/169
Difficulty at top among most extreme possible II/2: 146/169
Commander need not be learned historian II/2: 146/169
Commander need not be political commentator II/2: 146/169
Talent for accurate judgment II/2: 146/169
No great commander a man of limited intellect II/2: 146/170
Commander must carry whole intellectual apparatus II/2: 147/170
Commander’s knowledge must become capability II/2: 147/170
Talent trained and educated II/2: 147/170
War can be elucidated by inquiring mind II/3: 149-50/174
Misuse of history irritates intelligence II/6: 170/199
Seeing war whole requires unusual mental gifts III/1: 177/208
Importance of intellectual factors in high strategy III/1: 178/208
When intellectual factors reduced to a minimum III/1: 178/209
Acute intelligence of Frederick the Great III/1: 179/210
Intelligence not superior to courage IV/3: 229/271
The errors intellect creates, intellect can again destroy IV/11: 262/311
Without calculation there can be no sure result VI/28: 497/600
Limits of human insight VI/30: 501-2/607
Role of intellect with respect to decision VI/30: 514/622-3
Complexity and supremacy of reasoning mind VI/30: 514/622-3
Reason vs. moral qualities VI/30: 514/622-3
Limitations of our mind VII/1: 523/633
Strictly logical reasoning often plays no role in war VIII/2: 580-1/702
When intellectual activity leaves field of exact VIII/3: 585/707

Intelligence, Military (see also ‘Uncertainty’)

On Intelligence in War I/6
Intelligence unreliable I/1: 84/95
Information and uncertainty I/3: 102/117
Intelligence: contradictory, false, uncertain I/6: 117/136
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Page/Line Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most intelligence is false</td>
<td>I/6: 117/136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference for bad news over good</td>
<td>I/6: 117/136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty of accurate recognition</td>
<td>I/6: 117/137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence and atmosphere of war</td>
<td>I/8: 122/141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General unreliability of all information</td>
<td>II/2: 140/161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General bombarded by reports both true and false</td>
<td>III/7: 193/227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perseverance a counterweight to false information</td>
<td>III/7: 193/227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casualty reports are never accurate, falsified</td>
<td>IV/4: 234/277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence and offensive night operations</td>
<td>IV/14: 273/325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gathering intelligence</td>
<td>VI/16: 424/510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence unreliable and fragmentary</td>
<td>VI/24: 462/557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfect intelligence</td>
<td>VI/30: 502/607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Law</td>
<td>I/1: 75/83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuition, see ‘Unconscious’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language, Limitations of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books cannot teach doing</td>
<td>II/3: 148/172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple point of view and plain language</td>
<td>II/4: 152/176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language of criticism should be that of thought in war</td>
<td>II/5: 168/196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jargon and metaphors: rabble of camp followers</td>
<td>II/5: 168/197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical literature crammed with jargon</td>
<td>II/5: 169/197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books can say little about moral factors</td>
<td>III/3: 184/216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Things must be called by their right names</td>
<td>III/8: 196/231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words being cheap, create false impressions</td>
<td>III/10: 202/238-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminology used by historians misleading</td>
<td>IV/8: 245/291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequacy of printed word</td>
<td>IV/11: 262/311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accurate definition of certain terms impossible</td>
<td>V/2: 280/332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indication rather than precision</td>
<td>V/2: 280/332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate definition not a disadvantage</td>
<td>V/2: 281/333-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strict adherence to terms result in pedantic distinctions</td>
<td>V/7: 306/354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Charm” of word “dominate”</td>
<td>V/18: 352/420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pernicious nature of jargon with respect to terrain</td>
<td>V/18: 354/422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of ideas: spun out in books</td>
<td>VI/10: 394/472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty phrases and sophistical opinions</td>
<td>VI/10: 398/478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudoscientific term</td>
<td>VI/10: 456/551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only a fraction of book-learning practical</td>
<td>VI/23: 458/553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impractical application of the textbook</td>
<td>VI/23: 458/554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiming at the center of concepts</td>
<td>VI/27: 486/588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General staff tends to write and publish most</td>
<td>VI/30: 506/612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning (see also ‘Critical Analysis’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning to do war and learning to swim</td>
<td>I/7: 120/139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theorist must learn to generalize from experience</td>
<td>I/7: 120/139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection and study</td>
<td>II/2: 146/169-70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intellectual instinct that learns from life II/2: 146/169-70
As a bee sucks honey from a flower II/2: 146/170
Experience can produce a great general II/2: 146/170
Talent trained and educated by reflection and study II/2: 147/170
Books cannot teach doing II/3: 148/172
Importance of inquiring mind II/3: 149-50/174
Natural perception of the mind II/5: 168/196
Natural workings of the mind II/5: 168/196-7
Words being cheap, create false impressions III/10: 202/239
Inadequacy of book-learning IV/11: 262/311
Objective of learning: sense of oneself IV/11: 262/311
Apt example best teacher IV/11: 262/311
Only a fraction of book-learning practical VI/23: 458/553

Maintenance of Fighting Forces [Procurement and Logistics] (see also ‘Army’)
  Camps V/9
  Marches V/10
  Marches—Continued V/11
  Marches—Continued V/12
  Billets V/13
  Maintenance and Supply V/14
  Base of Operations V/15
  Lines of communications V/16
  Attack on Convoys VII/18
  Exclusion from conduct of war II/1: 129/147
  Supply, medical, maintenance of arms II/1: 129-31/148-50
  Supply separate from use II/1: 131/150
  Interaction between strategy and supply II/1: 131/150
  Rapid movement: wearing out of army significant V/12: 324/387
  For modern armies billets indispensable V/13: 325/388
  Billets necessary to counter sickness V/13: 325/388
  For modern armies, supply of greater importance V/14: 330/394
  Ratio of horse to man rations by weight and number V/14: 331/396
  Army and foraging V/14: 332/396
  Regular requisitions: simplest and most efficient V/14: 335/400
  Regular requisition: no other system is as good V/14: 336/402
  Does supply govern war or the reverse? V/14: 337/403
  Requisition and local sources of supply V/14: 337/403
  Supply a secondary concern in absolute war V/14: 338/405
  Supply as an excuse for lack of accomplishment V/14: 339/405
  Supply a condition of war, not an object of war V/14: 339/405
  Attacker more affected by supply than defense V/14: 339-40/406
  Problem of fodder V/14: 340/407
  Base in military operations: no general rules V/15: 343/410
  Modern armies: brief cut of supply not serious V/16: 347/414
  Large towns army’s natural sources of supply VI/10: 395/474
Over-estimation of rivers in supply VI/19: 446/538
Army size and the logistics of strategy and tactics VI/25: 473/571
Attacks on convoys not strategically advantageous VII/18: 556/673
Napoleon’s neglect of matters of supply VIII/9: 628/760

Maneuver

Maneuver VII/13
Enveloping action more likely to bring great results IV/11: 261/310
Art of maneuver and art of war VI/30: 515/624
Ordinary meaning: effect created out of nothing VII/13: 541/653
No rules, method, or principles exist for maneuver VII/13: 542/655

Military Spirit/Virtues (included in ‘Moral Factors’)
Civilized society and military spirit I/3: 100-101/116
Obedience, order, rule, method III/5: 187/219
Enthusiasm for a cause is not indispensable III/5: 187/219
Of the individual III/5: 187/219
Professional pride III/5: 187/219
Military spirit III/5: 187-8/220
Possible to fight well without military spirit III/5: 188/220
Sources of military spirit III/5: 189/221
Spirit created by war and great leadership III/5: 189/222
Moral character of an effective army III/5: 189/222
Military spirit and resistance during retreat IV/10: 255/303
Commander with true military spirit IV/11: 260-1/309
Endurance of privation and genuine military spirit V/14: 331/396
Army performance and military spirit V/14: 339/406
Truly national wars and military spirit V/17: 350/418
General spirit: victory and talent of leader VI/3: 366/438
Case when military spirit not high VI/20: 450/543
Possible conditions of reduced military spirit VI/30: 515/624

Money
Conduct of war dependent on money and recruiting V/4: 289/344-5
Money and auxiliary arms V/4: 290/345
Obligation transformed into money payments V/14: 330/394
No state has more money than it needs V/14: 337/403
Service commuted into money payments VIII/3: 587/710
Armies based on money and recruitment VIII/3: 588/711
Service converted into money payment VIII/3: 589/711
Strength of government lay in size of treasury VIII/3: 589/711
Armies paid from treasury VIII/3: 589/712
Enemy cash, treasury, and credit known VIII/3: 590/713
Revolution: resources surpass conventional limits VIII/3: 592/715-6
Prussia in 1813: made war with no money or credit VIII/3: 592/716
Will war be waged with full resources of the state VIII/3: 593/717
Moral Factors (see also ‘Genius’ and ‘Unconscious’)

Moral Factors

The Principal Moral Elements

The Military Virtues of an Army

Boldness

Perseverance

Difficulty of gauging enemy will

Determination to render enemy powerless wanes

Will element in and product of strength

Highest moral factor courage

Boldness as a variant of courage

Courage and self-confidence as counter to uncertainty

Courage, self-confidence, daring

Courage and talent as element of trinity

Moral and material factors in war

Exhaustion of physical and moral resistance

Destroying enemy: moral and physical elements

Civilized society and military spirit

Courage is soldier’s first requirement

Two kinds of courage

Courage as a feeling or emotion

Boldness as a form of courage

Courage d’esprit

Determination limits the agonies of doubt

Propensity for boldness a kind of determination

Courage and determination

Determination a mental act

Determination is fear of wavering to suppress fear

Low intelligence precludes determination

Determination: strong not brilliant mind

Will required to overcome friction

Strong will and emotion

Commander courage revives courage of men

Greed for honor and glory

Courage and inflammable emotions

Self-confidence and skepticism

Obstinacy as a fault of temperament

Courage alone will not make efficient soldier

Truth rarely sufficient to make men act

Blend of brains and temperament: determination, . . .

Innate courage

Courage to make demands of troops

Fighting a trial of physical and moral forces
Boldness is a genuinely creative force III/6: 190/223
Timidity implies loss of equilibrium III/6: 190/223
Foolhardiness not to be despised: passion unrestrained III/6: 190-1/224
Timidity will do more damage than audacity III/6: 191/224
Determination as junior officer III/6: 191/224
Power of emotion reduced by lucid thought III/6: 191/224
Distinguished commander without boldness unthinkable III/6: 192/225-6
Boldness first prerequisite of great military leader III/6: 192/225-6
Courage and strength of character III/7: 193/227
Perseverance counterweight to false information III/7: 193/227
Boldness for quick attacks III/8: 196/231
Moral not material factors crucial III/8: 196-7/231
Courage to keep forces united III/8: 197/232
Moral superiority, intimidation, and surprise III/9: 201/236-7
Essential qualities of character, not cunning III/10: 203/239
Desperation connects cunning and daring III/10: 203/239
Boldness and cunning III/10: 203/239
Moral superiority caused by every victory III/12: 206/242
Failure diminishes troop courage and morale III/12: 207/244
War chained by human weakness III/16: 216/254
Action in war driven by enterprising spirit III/16: 217/254
Importance of moral qualities of the nation III/17: 220/258
Courage and intelligence, relative worth IV/3: 229/271
Loss of courage after defeat IV/4: 231/273
In battle loss of morale the major decisive factor IV/4: 231/274
Danger no challenge to courage after defeat IV/4: 231/274
Return of courage after defeat IV/4: 232/274
Loss of moral equilibrium important factor IV/4: 232/275
Psychological effect of a victory IV/4: 232/275
Instinctive determination in conduct of war IV/4: 233/276
Psychological effect of strong reserves in battle IV/7: 241/285
Boldness and operations on flanks and rear IV/7: 242/287
Courage of troops and victory IV/9: 248/294
Courage and judgment as basis of continued effort IV/9: 250/296
Commander’s personal courage and endurance IV/9: 251/297
Inflexible determination and innate obstinacy IV/9: 251/298
Courage and steadfastness IV/9: 251/298
Differential psychological effect of battle IV/10: 253/300
Victory amplifies courage IV/10: 253/300
Moral effect of victory greater today than before IV/10: 254/301
Awareness of insufficiency of courage IV/10: 255/302
Military spirit and resistance during retreat IV/10: 255/303
Psychological effect of major defeat IV/10: 255/303
All war presupposes human weakness IV/10: 256/304
Commander with true military spirit IV/11: 260-1/309
Primary instruction for generals: moral factors IV/11: 262/311
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page/Book</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innate courage and perception of commander</td>
<td>IV/11: 262/311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking and feeling beyond present moment</td>
<td>IV/12: 264/313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambition, energy, and callousness</td>
<td>IV/12: 263/313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensation that can lead men to absolute panic</td>
<td>IV/12: 267/267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctance of most generals to achieve even little</td>
<td>IV/12: 269/320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defeat and breaking of army moral strength</td>
<td>IV/13: 271/322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axiomatic: army broken by defeat must be repaired</td>
<td>IV/13: 271/322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After lost battle, need to recover courage</td>
<td>IV/13: 272/323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage and morale of an army</td>
<td>V/3: 282/335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danger inspires inner tension and vigor</td>
<td>V/3: 283/337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endurance of privation and genuine military spirit</td>
<td>V/14: 331/396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army performance and military spirit</td>
<td>V/14: 339/406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage, skill, and spirit of the individual</td>
<td>V/17: 349/418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commander’s courage and skill</td>
<td>V/17: 350/418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral factor: aspect of strategic effectiveness</td>
<td>VI/3: 363/434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral force benefit to offense only after decision</td>
<td>VI/3: 366/437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important moral forces permeate war like a leaven</td>
<td>VI/3: 366/437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offense generates courage</td>
<td>VI/3: 366/437-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General spirit: victory and talent of leader</td>
<td>VI/3: 366/437-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage and determination in defense</td>
<td>VI/5: 371/444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harnessing of moral forces: superiority of defense</td>
<td>VI/6: 372/445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing attacker determination</td>
<td>VI/8: 381/455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of attacker determination</td>
<td>VI/8: 382/456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faintness of attacker determination</td>
<td>VI/8: 387/463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of enemy forces as basis of military failure</td>
<td>VI/8: 388/464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination in defense</td>
<td>VI/9: 392/470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill and determination of enemy commander</td>
<td>VI/10: 395/474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacker boldness and besieging fortresses</td>
<td>VI/10: 399/478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater determination as a last resort</td>
<td>VI/18: 442/534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boldness in river defense</td>
<td>VI/18: 442/534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case when military spirit not high</td>
<td>VI/20: 450/543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of courage and enterprise</td>
<td>VI/24: 465/561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical and moral superiority that allows risk</td>
<td>VI/24: 466/563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of order and courage when pursued</td>
<td>VI/25: 470/567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nation’s moral character to face challenge squarely</td>
<td>VI/25: 471/569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference moral and psychological factors make</td>
<td>VI/25: 475/573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retreat and loss of physical and moral force</td>
<td>VI/25: 477/576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage of insurgents</td>
<td>VI/26: 481/581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desperation natural law of moral world</td>
<td>VI/26: 483/583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government that lacks courage to resist</td>
<td>VI/26: 483/583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good generalship and use of psychological forces</td>
<td>VI/28: 495/598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage higher in attacker than defender</td>
<td>VI/28: 496/599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance and discouragement of attacker</td>
<td>VI/29: 500/604-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral factors favor defense: reap without sowing</td>
<td>VI/30: 502/607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage of corps commanders</td>
<td>VI/30: 510/618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinates must be driven in spite of drawbacks</td>
<td>VI/30: 510/618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Occupation (of national territory)
Not moral equivalent of formal treaty I/2: 90/103

People’s War (see also ‘Defense’)
The People in Arms VI/26
Civil population as a significant material factor  I/1: 79/89
Emotions of masses not stirred: objectives minor  I/1: 88/99
Passions of war inherent in the people  I/1: 89/101
Population must be made to submit  I/2: 90/102
Quietly smoldering sparks  I/2: 90/103
Defender use of every means available  I/2: 94/107
Secret of effectiveness of resisting to the last  II/5: 161/187
Natural qualities of army waging People’s War  III/5: 188/221
Spain: arming a people and insurrection  III/17: 220/258
Temper of nation: politics and war potential  III/17: 220/258
Defeat arouses forces otherwise dormant  IV/10: 256/304
In People’s War infantry will predominate  V/4: 288/342
Attacks by insurgent population  V/16: 347/414
Truly national wars with a population in arms  V/17: 350/418
Spanish fight as insurgents  V/17: 350/419
Support of population  VI/3: 363/434
Effectiveness of militia, arming of population  VI/3: 365/436-7
Stout-hearted populace  VI/5: 371/444
Natural superiority of defense: support of populace  VI/6: 372/445
Participation in war by whole population: militia  VI/6: 372/445
Militia likelier to be defensive than offensive  VI/6: 372/445
As a resource at disposal of defense  VI/6: 373/446
Spanish: war waged primarily by the people  VI/6: 373/446
Collective influence of population not negligible  VI/6: 373/446
War waged primarily by the people  VI/6: 373/446
People in arms: genuine source of power  VI/6: 373/446-7
People in arms as a specific means of defense  VI/6: 373/447
Decisive effect of character, customs, temper of people  VI/8: 389/465-6
Arms and supplies in guerrilla war  VI/10: 399/479
Popular insurrection  VI/13: 414/497
National insurrections thrive in mountains  VI/16: 424/511
Courageous partisans can find refuge in mountains  VI/16: 426/512
Mountain insurgency: hardest problem for offense  VI/16: 426/513
Mountains true refuge for the weak  VI/16: 427/514
Mountains reinforce effect of people in arms  VI/16: 428/515
Forests and national insurrection  VI/21: 452/546
Vulnerability of attacker to population in arms  VI/24: 463/559
Flanking movements and armed insurrection  VI/24: 465/561
Loyal and warlike people threaten attacker rear  VI/25: 472/569
Popular insurrection exceptionally favors defense  VI/25: 473/572
Political objections to People’s War  VI/26: 479/578
Military objections to People’s War  VI/26: 479/578
General insurrection as another means of war  VI/26: 479/578
Popular uprising outgrowth of changes in war  VI/26: 479/578
Intelligent use of People’s War is advantageous  VI/26: 479/578
Resources for People’s War  VI/26: 479/579
Potential value of national armed resistance VI/26: 479/579
Scattered resistance does not lead to major actions VI/26: 480/579
Effects of People’s War like evaporation VI/26: 480/579
People’s War consumes basic foundations of enemy VI/26: 480/579
General uprising that can precipitate crisis VI/26: 480/579
General insurrection and regular army VI/26: 480/579
Conditions under which uprising effective VI/26: 480/579
Population size and prospect of uprising success VI/26: 480/579-80
Armed civilians cannot deploy against main force VI/26: 481/580
Armed civilians should operate on the periphery VI/26: 481/580
Dynamics of uprising proliferation VI/26: 481/580
Character of peasants as partisans VI/26: 481/580-1
General uprising should be nebulous and elusive VI/26: 481/581
Fog must thicken VI/26: 481/581
General uprising: concentration at certain points VI/26: 481/581
Concentration on enemy flanks VI/26: 481/581
Use of large units and psychological effects VI/26: 481-2/581
Support of insurgents by small regular units VI/26: 482/581
Danger of overuse of regulars in People’s War VI/26: 482/582
Defensive action: slow, persistent, calculated VI/26: 482/582
Insurgency and surprise attacks VI/26: 482/582
People’s War cannot survive too much danger VI/26: 482/582-3
Strategic plans for People’s War VI/26: 483/583
Country’s fate does not hang on single battle VI/26: 483/583
People’s War as an act of national desperation VI/26: 483/583
People’s War and the national soul VI/26: 483/583
Resort to People’s War as obligatory VI/26: 483/583
Fortresses and general insurrection VI/26: 483/583-4
Effects of People’s War and counterattack VI/26: 483/584
Blow that strikes nothing a waste of energy VI/28: 486/587
Popular uprising as one means of defense VII/2: 525/636
Popular uprising not available to the attack VII/2: 525/636
War plans and provision for People’s War VII/20: 563/681
Armed populace/guerrilla warfare VII/20: 563/681
In enemy territory raiders may appear VII/22: 568/687
Invasion arouses increased resistance VII/22: 569/688-9
Aspect of defense superiority: support of population VII/22: 571/691
In 18th century, role of people that of an instrument VIII/3: 583/706
War as business of the people from 1793 VIII/3: 592/715
Juggernaut of war based on entire people VIII/3: 592/716
Spanish war became concern of the people VIII/3: 592/716
War became concern of people as a whole VIII/3: 592/717
People’s new share in great affairs of state VIII/3: 593/717
Question of war, people, and government VIII/3: 593/717
Center of gravity and popular uprisings VIII/4: 596/720
War: can win first decision and lose on appeal VIII/4: 597/722
War of attrition in Spain VIII/8: 615/744
Hurriedly mobilized rabble VIII/9: 632/765

[Peter Principle]³
Difference between junior and senior command I/3: 103/119
Officers who fill positions beyond their powers I/3: 111/128-9
Intellectual standard rises with every step I/3: 111/129
Boldness less common in higher ranks III/6: 191/224

Perseverance (included in ‘Moral Factors’)
Perseverance III/7
Perseverance counterweight to false information III/7: 193/227

Poland
Not a European state VI/6: 375/449
Partition of VI/6: 376/450

Polarity
Principle of polarity proposed I/1: 83/93
Polarity does not lie in attack and defense but decision I/1: 84/94
Non-applicability of principle of polarity III/16: 216/253
Development of polarity and state of crisis III/18: 222/262

Strategy (see also ‘War, Planning’)
On Strategy in General III
Strategy III/1
Elements of Strategy III/2
Moral Factors III/3
The Principal Moral Elements III/4
Military Virtues of the Army III/5
Boldness III/6
Perseverance III/7
Superiority of Number III/8
Surprise III/9
Cunning III/10
Concentration of Forces in Space III/11
Unification of Forces in Time III/12
The Strategic Reserve III/13
Economy of Force III/14
The Geometrical Factor III/15
The Suspension of Action in War III/16
The Character of Contemporary Warfare III/17

³ In hierarchical organizations, individuals are promoted to their highest level of incompetence, for which see Laurence J. Peter, The Peter Principle (New York: Bantam, 1972).
Tension and Rest  III/18
Strategic Means of Exploiting Victory  IV/12
The Nature of Strategic Attack  VII/2
The Object of Strategic Attack  VII/3
First of all strategic questions  I/1: 88/100
Ways of making war more costly to enemy  I/2: 93/106
War protraction—attrition  I/2: 93/106
Wearing down the enemy  I/2: 94/107
Strategy other than decision by force of arms  I/2: 99/113
*Coup d’oeil* and strategy  I/3: 102/118
Success in war: strategy and policy coalesce  I/3: 111/130
Strategy defined  II/1: 128/146
March as a tool of strategy  II/1: 129/148
March as a tool of strategy  II/1: 130/148
Interaction between strategy and supply  II/1: 131/150
Strategy and tactics permeate each other  II/2: 132/152
Concept of base necessary tool of strategy  II/2: 135/156
Strategy theoretically more difficult than tactics  II/2: 141/162
Strategy gains end ascribed to victory in engagement  II/2: 142/164
Ends and means in strategy  II/2: 143/165
Victory (tactical success) means not ends of strategy  II/2: 143/165
Strategy examined exclusively from experience  II/2: 144/166
Strategy: range of possibilities unlimited  II/2: 147/171
Strategy: consideration of material and psychological  II/2: 147/171
Routine more appropriate to tactics than strategy  II/4: 153/178
Strategy: use of engagement for purpose of war  III/1: 177/207
Strategy must consider chief means: fighting forces  III/1: 177/207
Strategic outcomes largely product of moral factors  III/1: 177/207
Strategic planner must direct campaign  III/1: 177/207
Strategic theory deals with planning  III/1: 177/208
Importance of intellectual factors in high strategy  III/1: 178/208
Highest realms of strategy: complexity and diversity  III/1: 178/208-9
Everything in strategy simple, but not everything is easy  III/1: 178/209
In strategy, planning easy, execution difficult  III/1: 178/209
Strategy requires more will than tactics  III/1: 178/209
In strategy everything guessed and presumed  III/1: 179/209
In strategy, conviction weaker; most paralyzed by doubt  III/1: 178/209
Exposition of strategy—simple to complex; campaign plan

---

4 Translation error: the phrase “mit dem Kriegs- und Feldzugsplan” [Clausewitz, *Vom Kriege*, Hahlweg, ed., p. 350] is rendered as “with the plan of campaign”—that is, the subject of war planning is omitted.
Elements of strategy III/2: 183/215
Strategic factors interconnected in manifold ways III/2: 183/215
Strategic elements that affect engagements III/2: 183/215
Strategy exclusively the province of generals III/6: 191/225
Strategy decides conditions of engagement III/8: 194/228
Strategic objective usually remote III/8: 194/228
Superior numbers may actually contribute little III/8: 194/228-9
First principle of strategy: numerical superiority III/8: 195/229
Daily bread of strategy: space and time III/8: 196/231
In strategy, space and time not most decisive factor III/8: 196/231
Special organ to deal with strategy and tactics III/8: 196/231
Strategic surprise possible the more it is tactical III/9: 198/234
Highest realms of strategy and momentous surprise III/9: 200/236
Association of strategy and cunning exaggerated III/10: 202/238
Strategy concerned with action, not just words III/10: 202/238-9
Best strategy always to be very strong III/11: 204/240
Strategy knows only simultaneous use of force III/12: 206/242
In strategy, all troops used simultaneously III/12: 206-7/243
Fatigue, exertion, privation as strategic factors III/12: 207/243
Strategic success cannot be delineated exactly III/12: 208/245
In strategy, duration does not weaken forces III/12: 209/246
Strategy directly linked to tactical action III/13: 210/247
Strategy: law of simultaneous use of forces III/13: 211/248
Strategy faintly considers geometric disposition III/15: 214/252
Strategy: importance of number/scale of battles III/15: 215/252
Strategy theory as intellectual fantasy III/15: 215/252
Established truth of strategy III/15: 215/252
Change in tactics automatically affects strategy IV/2: 226/266
Concept of battle root of all strategic action IV/3: 227/268
Strategic success depends on tactical success IV/3: 228/270
Strategic elements simple, planning needs moderate skill IV/11: 261-2/311
Strategic planning less difficult than strategic execution IV/11: 261-2/311
Strategic execution requires heroic qualities IV/11: 262/311
Critical importance of pursuit IV/12: 263/312
Pursuit: when strategy and tactics converge IV/12: 267/317
Strategy and superior numbers V/3: 282/335
In strategy, absolute strength a given quantity V/3: 283/336
Tactics paves way for strategy V/5: 293/348
Scope of strategy expanded by larger armies V/5: 293/348
Strategy brings army to crucial point V/6: 297/353
Disposition of army: tactics and strategy overlap V/6: 298/354
Strategy: in space and time greater than tactics V/6: 299/356
Phases of war, strategic and tactical V/6: 301/358
Threads of strategy and tactics interwoven V/7: 302/359
Strategy and changing the direction of march V/10: 316/378
Tactically feasible, strategically impossible V/10: 317/379
Strategy: marching and reconnaissance  V/18: 352/420
Defense at the strategic level  VI/1: 358/428
In strategy no such thing as victory  VI/3: 363/434
Strategic success: exploitation of victory won  VI/3: 363/434
Main factors of strategic effectiveness  VI/3: 363/434
Surprise more important in strategy than tactics  VI/3: 363/435
Role of initiative  VI/3: 363-4/435
Strategic victory in one stroke: enemy error  VI/3: 363-4/435
Strategic surprise unlikely: flexible defense  VI/3: 364/435
Strategy and concentric attack  VI/3: 364/436
Strategy: convergence and divergence of attack and defense  VI/4: 367/440
Convergent attack not same in strategy as in tactics  VI/4: 368/440
Tactical movement and strategic movement  VI/4: 369/441
Unfought battle can have strategic effect  VI/8: 386/461
Strategic effect of battle offered but refused  VI/8: 386/461-2
Strategic effect of battle: outcome and consequences  VI/9: 390/467
Strategic significance of types of battle  VI/9: 390/467
Fortresses as knots holding strategic web together  VI/10: 394/472
Strategic features of a defensive position  VI/12: 405/487
Mountain defense: strategy and tactics  VI/16: 427/514
Defense of river/valley best of strategic devices  VI/18: 440/531
Strategic error: attack on rear of value in itself  VI/24: 460/555
Army size and the logistics of strategy and tactics  VI/25: 473/571
Victory substance, but not object, of [strategy]  VI/27: 484/585
Strategic judgment: identify center of gravity  VI/27: 486/588
Successive resistance goes against nature of strategy  VI/29: 499/603
Strategy calls for economy of strength  VI/29: 500/604
When lines of strategy do not converge on decision  VI/30: 501/606
Strategy: significance of battle what matters  VI/30: 509/617
In strategy, significance of engagement matters  VI/30: 510/617
State of true strategic maneuver  VI/30: 513/622
Attack in strategy alternation of attack and defense  VII/2: 524/634
Object of strategic attack: many gradations  VII/3: 526/637
Strategy and attack in mountains  VII/11: 538/651
Attacks on convoys not strategically advantageous  VII/18: 556/673
Strategy and attack on line of billets  VII/19: 560/677-8
Most important aspect of war: pure strategy  VIII/1: 577/697
Strategy: complexity  VIII/1: 577/698
Strategy: vast distance between cause and effect  VIII/1: 577/698
Defense and active purpose: strategy and tactics  VIII/4: 600/725
Russian strategy in 1812 unintentional  VIII/8: 615/744
Convergent attacks: strategy and tactics  VIII/9: 619/749
Geometric element, and strategy and tactics  VIII/9: 630/762
Strategy when allied armies must cooperate  VIII/9: 631/764
Subordinates
   Do not keep sight of main objectives     VIII/2: 580/701
   War should be directed by commander, not staff     VIII/9: 623/753-4

Supply, see ‘Maintenance’

Surprise
   Surprise                       III/9
   Effect of surprise attack      II/5: 158/184
   Root of all operations without exception III/9: 198/233
   Not key element of success in war     III/9: 198/233
   Surprise compromised by friction   III/9: 198/233
   Matter of tactics rather than strategy III/9: 198/234
   Surprise can prevent coherent decision-making III/9: 201/236-7
   Surprise and moral superiority     III/9: 201/237
   Universal urge to surprise        III/10: 202/238
   Large preparation reduces possibility of surprise III/13: 210/248
   Effect of surprise greater on flank or rear IV/7: 242/287
   Surprise: force an evasive opponent to fight IV/8: 246/292-3
   Surprise attack in retreat        IV/12: 269/319
   Essence of night attack: surprise IV/14: 275/327
   Vanguard as shield against surprise attack V/7: 304/362
   Fallacy: overwhelming surprise costs nothing V/12: 322/385-6
   Surprise: as a source of decisive tactical advantage VI/2: 360/431
   Defender achieves surprise through counter-attack VI/2: 360/431-2
   Defender better placed to spring surprises VI/2: 361/432
   Surprise more important in strategy than tactics VI/3: 363/435
   Complete offensive surprise should not be possible VI/5: 370/443-4
   Prospect of significant advantage in surprise attack VI/5: 371/444
   Surprise as part of natural superiority of defense VI/6: 372/445
   Surprise and attacks on line of billets VI/10: 398/477
   Insurgency and surprise attacks VI/26: 482/582
   Surprise may be more important than terrain VI/28: 495/598
   Successful surprise attack the exception VII/15: 545/658
   Surprise attack on billets: variable results VII/19: 558/675
   Only advantage of attack initial surprise VIII/9: 624/755

Tactics (see also ‘Battle’)
   Relationship of Attack and Defense in Tactics VI/2
   Coup d’oeil more applicable to tactics I/3: 102/118
   Tactics defined II/1: 128/146
   Tactics defined as form of the individual battle II/1: 132/151
   Tactics and strategy permeate each other II/1: 132/152
   Creation of general tactical systems II/2: 133/153-4
   Tactics: fewer theoretical problems than strategy II/2: 141/162
   Ends and means in tactics II/2: 142/164
Tactics: concern with material and psychological factors II/2: 147/171
Tactical theory compatible with positive doctrine II/4: 152/176
Routine more appropriate to tactics than strategy II/4: 153/178
Tactics: half problem visible to naked eye III/1: 178/209
Tactics: superiority of numbers and victory III/8: 194/228
Special organ to deal with strategy and tactics III/8: 196/231
Tactics: time and space are limited in scale III/9: 198/234
Tactics: the actual execution of force III/10: 202/238
Tactics are chiefly based on fire power III/12: 205/241
Tactical realm force can be used successively III/12: 206/242
Tactical success: immediate conclusive victory III/12: 206/242-3
Geometry cannot govern tactics III/15: 214/251
Similarity of land and sea tactics before 1789 III/17: 220/259
Change in tactics automatically affects strategy IV/2: 226/266
Tactical success of paramount importance in war IV/3: 228/270
Outdo enemy in simplicity; danger of complexity IV/3: 229/270-1
Pursuit: when strategy and tactics converge IV/12: 267/317
Deploying every artifice of tactics IV/12: 268/318
Old system of tactics IV/14: 273/325
Order of battle a matter of tactics V/5: 293/348
Disposition of army: tactics and strategy overlap V/6: 298/354
Phases of war, strategic and tactical V/6: 301/358
Strategy and tactics interwoven: advanced guard V/7: 302/359
Change in tactics in time of Bonaparte V/7: 303/360
Geometric and realm of tactics V/10: 316/378
Tactically feasible, strategically impossible V/10: 317/379
Order of march a tactical not strategic matter V/10: 318/380
Terrain principally affects tactics V/17: 348/416
Defense at the tactical level VI/1: 358/428
Convergent attack not same in strategy as in tactics VI/4: 368/440
Tactical movement and strategic movement VI/4: 369/441
Contemporary tactics VI/9: 391/468
Mountain defense: strategy and tactics VI/16: 427/514
Army size and the logistics of strategy and tactics VI/25: 473/571
Artistry in tactics VI/30: 508/616
Enveloping actions a matter of tactics VII/7: 530/641
Defense and active purpose: strategy and tactics VIII/4: 600/725
Convergent attacks: strategy and tactics VIII/9: 619/749
Geometric element, and strategy and tactics VIII/9: 630/762

Talent, see ‘Genius’

Theory (see also ‘Critical Analysis’)

On the Theory of War II
Classifications of the Art of War II/1
On the Theory of War II/2
Theory educates mind of future commander  II/2: 141/163
Theory can include principles and rules  II/2: 141/163
Elimination of gap between theory and practice  II/2: 142/164
Theory studies ends and means in tactics  II/2: 142/164
Theory studies ends and means in strategy  II/2: 143/165
Limited theory based only on historical facts  II/2: 144/166
Activities that empty into great ocean of war  II/2: 144/167
Great things--great mind; petty things--petty mind  II/2: 145/168
Simplicity of knowledge required in war  II/2: 145/168
Focus on matters related to commander-in-chief  II/2: 147/171
With respect to strategy, theory promotes insight  II/2: 147/171
In war, will directed at an opponent that reacts  II/3: 149/173-4
Strive to find laws will lead to error  II/3: 149/174
Fine arts no guide in realm of theory  II/3: 149/174
Can a conflict of living forces be subject to laws  II/3: 149-50/174
War’s internal structure can be in part revealed  II/3: 150/174
Inquiring mind will turn theory into reality  II/3: 150/174
Law  II/4: 151/175
Principle, objective and subjective  II/4: 151/175
Rule  II/4: 151/175
Regulation and direction  II/4: 151/176
Method  II/4: 151-2/176
Routine  II/4: 152/176
Perception cannot be governed by laws  II/4: 152/176
Law cannot be applied to action  II/4: 152/176
Positive doctrine: principles, rules, regulations, method  II/4: 152/176
Steadying effect of positive doctrine  II/4: 152/178
Declining utility of doctrine at high command  II/4: 153/178
Danger of routine in absence of sound theory  II/4: 154/179
Improved theory educates mind and judgment  II/4: 154/179
Role of personal style  II/4: 154/179
Danger of style  II/4: 155/180
In war, facts and motive are seldom fully known  II/5: 156/181
Critical narrative must go with historical research  II/5: 156/182
Theory demands investigation only up to a point  II/5: 156-7/182
Critical inquiry: examination of the means  II/5: 157/182
Criticism must reach point of uncontestable truth  II/5: 157/182
Realm of theory: field of universal truth  II/5: 157/182
In absence of theory, problem of labyrinth of detail  II/5: 157/182
Working theory essential basis for criticism  II/5: 157/182
No theory can cover every abstract truth  II/5: 157/183
Criticism cannot be deterred by sacrosanct theory  II/5: 157/183
Critic must cross over into realm of theory  II/5: 157/183
Theory loses universality: positive doctrine  II/5: 157-8/183
What theory establishes need not be gone over  II/5: 158/183
Significance of success  II/5: 167/195
Success reveals workings of human mind II/5: 167/196
Theory trains a commander’s mind II/5: 168/196
Theory and natural perception of the mind II/5: 168/196
Everything done by natural workings of the mind II/5: 168/196-7
Misuse of historical example II/5: 169/197
Theory should be straightforward observation II/5: 169/198
Unseemly scientific display II/5: 169/198
Theory cannot always have historical proof II/6: 171/200
Theory refers to experience to indicate origin II/6: 171/200
Abstract theoretical ideas and real life II/6: 172/202
Strategic theory deals with planning III/1: 177/208
Basis of theory: impressions of the whole III/2: 183/215
Need to avoid dreary analytical labyrinth III/2: 183/215
Gulf between abstract and facts of life III/2: 183/215
Impressions of the whole not speculative study III/2: 183/215
Paltry philosophy that ignores moral factors III/3: 184/216
Rules not only for idiots but idiotic III/3: 184/216
Theory must recognize importance of moral III/3: 184/216
Futility of listing moral factors like a professor III/3: 185/217
Platitudes and evaporation of genuine spirit of inquiry III/3: 185/217
Prefer to treat subject incompletely and impressionistically III/3: 185/217
Indication of the spirit of arguments of this book III/3: 185/217
Cannot be more scientific than situation warrants III/7: 193/227
Impossible to enumerate object of every war III/8: 194/228
Principles seldom reduce path of reason to a simple line III/14: 213/250
Applicability of instinct, rules, and judgment III/14: 213/250
Fallacy of so-called scientific theory III/15: 215/252
A chief function of comprehensive theory: expose error III/15: 215/252
Strategic theory as intellectual fantasy III/15: 215/252
Constrained fighting no basis for true theory of war III/16: 218/256
Theory of wars based on nation different III/17: 220/258-9
Problem: when theory elevated above practice IV/3: 228/269
Blind ally that has trapped so many theorists IV/10: 256/304
There is an exception to every rule IV/11: 261/310
Theoretist’s most urgent task: dispel preconceived ideas IV/11: 262/311
What intellect creates, intellect can destroy IV/11: 262/311
Abstract rule must yield to special conditions V/5: 295/351
Will not proceed as do many textbooks in engineering VII/1: 523/633
Haphazard influences and general factors VI/6: 374/448
Those who fail to rise above anecdote VI/6: 374/448
General theory regarded as a “mere dream” VI/6: 374/448
Lies and deception: basis of misleading theory VI/8: 388/464-5
Aim not to provide new principles and methods VI/8: 389/466
General opinion usually in a state of confusion VI/16: 423/509
Gen. op. cannot distinguish diverse aspects of question VI/16: 423/509
Criticizes erroneous assumptions/loose analogies VI/17: 429/518
In practical affairs find valid point of view VI/18: 437/528
Trivial element may decide outcome VI/18: 438/528
Critical of those with vague emotions and minds VI/18: 438/528
Vague conception of war: galloping hussar waving sword VI/18: 438/528
Appearance of scientific theory VI/18: 442/534
Elegance in theory comes close to fatuousness VI/18: 442-3/534
Pseudo-scientific terminology VI/23: 456/551
Flood of illusions based on invalid analogy VI/23: 457-8/553
Prize exhibits of theorists seldom found in war VI/24: 460/555
Theory must address low-intensity wars VI/28: 488/589-90
Improper to rank styles and methods VI/30: 516/626
No system, but truth does exist VI/30: 517/626
Examination of extremes of a spectrum VI/30: 517/627
Danger of misapplication of our general statements VII/3: 526/637
Avoid forming misleading rules or maxims . . . VII/13: 542/654
No rules, method or principles exist for maneuver VII/13: 542/655
Circumstances not theory dictate terms of invasion VII/21: 565/683
Infinite distance between cause and effect VIII/1: 577/698
Function of theory with respect to strategic planning VIII/1: 578/698
Danger of theory of strategy: dreary pedantry VIII/1: 578/698
Theoretical significance of coup d’oeil VIII/1: 578/698
Theory: clarify and classify VIII/1: 578/698
Concepts that combine of their own accord VIII/1: 578/698
Theory cannot solve problems VIII/1: 578/698
Theory can give insight into mass of phenomena VIII/1: 578/698
Theory can leave mind free to rise to higher realms VIII/1: 578/698
Theory must give priority to absolute war VIII/2: 581/702
Theory of absolute war proved by recent wars VIII/2: 581/702
Theory demands taking account of political VIII/3: 584/706
Account must be taken of ephemeral factors VIII/3: 586/708
Place oneself in position of the commander VIII/3: 593/717-8
Theory must account for universal and particular VIII/3: 593/718
Purpose of theory: concerned with practice not the ideal VIII/3: 593/718
Scrutinize data: inquiring, discriminating, classifying eye VIII/3: 594/718
Theory accommodates dictates of age/the particular VIII/3: 594/718
Theory also governed by general conclusions VIII/3: 594/718
Military success not due to general causes
Small things always depend on great ones
Theory that aims to be thoroughly scientific
Right standpoint for seeing and judging events

---

5 For the translation problems of the Paret/Howard edition with respect to this proposition, see Jon Tetsuro Sumida, Decoding Clausewitz: A New Approach to On War (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 2008; paperback edition 2011), note 8, pp. 201-2.
6 For the application of this proposition to planning but not the conduct of war, see Sumida, Decoding Clausewitz, pp. xii-xiii.
War a matter of policy but governed by own laws  
Theory demands shortest road to goal  
What theory requires when aim defeat of enemy  
False intellectual system: geometric forms  
Emphasize general, leave scope for accidental  
To not understand essential elements of war  
Precept of all precepts: unity of conception/concentration

Timidity (included in ‘Moral Factors’)

Timidity and vacillation  
Implies loss of equilibrium  
Will do more damage than audacity  
Timidity and orthodoxy on one hand, rashness on other

Trinity

War is a remarkable/paradoxical [Strange] trinity

Uncertainty

Chance: very last thing war lacks  
Absolute factors not basis for military calculation  
Human nature finds uncertainty fascinating  
Theory should leave margin for uncertainty  
Uncertainty versus courage and self-confidence  
Chance countered by moral forces  
Play of chance and probability  
War is the realm of uncertainty  
Fog of uncertainty  
War is the realm of chance  
All information and assumptions open to doubt  
Chance at work everywhere  
More knowledge, less certainty  
Relentless struggle with unforeseen: intellect/courage  
Climate of war: danger, exertion, uncertainty, and chance  
Psychological fog  
Action can never be based on more than a sensing of truth  
Chance cancels out contradicting information  
Minor incidents that matter cannot be foreseen  
Friction is everywhere in contact with chance  
In war, everything uncertain  
In war interaction produces unpredictability

---

Uncertainty of all information II/2: 140/161
Uncertainty and action II/5: 167/195
In strategy everything guessed and presumed III/1: 179/209
General bombarded by reports both true and false III/7: 193/227
When chance played a large part: Leignitz III/9: 200/236
Uncertainty disappears in strategy that is political III/13: 210/247
Tactics (battle) and influence of chance III/15: 214/251
Casualty reports are never accurate, falsified IV/4: 234/277
Disparity between reality and impressions IV/4: 234/278
In a fight to the finish, role of chance limited IV/10: 254/301
Talents of commander and chance V/3: 282/335-6

**Fog must thicken** VI/26: 481/581
Judging enemy will VI/30: 503/609
Chance or luck cannot be kept out of war VI/30: 514/622
What reason gains, partly lost to chance VI/30: 514/623
General and the uncertainty of method VI/30: 517/626
Which side has upper hand: matter of imagination VII/5: 528/639
Uncertainties with regard to means and objectives VIII/3: 585/707
Outcomes can be decided by chance or minute factors VIII/4: 595/720
Limited objective, greater scope left to chance VIII/7: 612/740
Slow attack increases danger of chance VIII/9: 622/752-3

Unconscious (see also ‘Human Nature’)
Logic cannot motivate action I/1: 78/87
Daydream in the realms of chance and luck I/1: 86/97
No time to review or think things through I/3: 102/117
Intellect retains glimmering of inner light: *coup d’oeil* I/3: 102/117
*Coup d’oeil* refers to inward eye I/3: 102/118
*Coup d’oeil* and strategy I/3: 102/118
Truth insufficient to make men act I/3: 112/130
Intuition that perceives truth at every point I/3: 112/130
Senses more vivid impression than systematic thought I/6: 117/137
Inner eye perceives moral values II/2: 137/158
Sense of strength: lens of perception II/2: 137/158
Emotional reaction as an instinct: courage II/2: 138/159
To be guessed at by talent II/2: 140/161
All solutions must be left to imaginative intellect II/2: 140/162
Knowledge ceases to exist in objective way II/2: 147/170
Mental process not of own invention II/2: 147/170

---

8 For the application of this proposition to the conduct of war but not to planning, see Sumida, *Decoding Clausewitz*, pp. xii-xiii.
To be not fully conscious of logic II/2: 147/170
Knowledge transformed into genuine capability II/2: 147/170
Perception of mind already a judgment II/3: 148/172-3
In war, perception cannot be governed by laws II/4: 152/176
Essential interconnections genius has divined II/5: 165/193
Daring the height of wisdom II/5: 167/195
Delicate link invisible to mind’s eye II/5: 167/195
Beyond calculation: mysterious operation II/5: 167/195
That which human intelligence cannot discover II/5: 167/196
Intelligence cannot determine probable outcomes II/5: 168/196
Natural workings of the mind II/5: 168/196
Unusual mental gifts required to see the whole III/1: 177/208
Impressions made by sum total of war III/2: 183/215
Wisdom: insights, broad impression, intuition III/3: 185/217
Boldness – passion unrestrained by thought III/6: 190-1/224
Only partly conscious weighing of possibilities III/6: 192/225
Knack of rapid assessment III/7: 193/227
Concentrating a faint glimmer into a single beam III/10: 203/239
Non-linearity III/14: 213/250
Instinct of judgment/unconscious hitting on right course III/14: 213/250
Instinctive determination to protect rear IV/4: 233/276
When instinct derived from concept of victory IV/4: 233/276
Deflection of instinct from natural course IV/4: 233/276
Judgment freed from influence by fallacy VI/4: 369/441
Hidden processes of intuitive judgment VI/8: 389/466
Sound instinct based on practiced judgment VI/16: 427/515
Reasoning mind not general’s only mental asset VI/30: 514/623
Automatic intuition VI/30: 514/623
Judgment and instinct: based on experience VI/30: 517/626
Who has upper hand a matter of the imagination VII/5: 528/639
Discriminating judgment and culminating point VII/5: 528/639
Discreet judgment of the commander VII/22: 573/693
Coup d’oeil: ability to see things simply VIII/1: 578/698
Identify whole business of war with self VIII/1: 578/698
Mind works in comprehensive fashion VIII/1: 578/698
Theory can leave mind free to rise to higher realms VIII/1: 578/699
Decision not the product of thought VIII/1: 578/698-9
Men act on dominating impressions or feelings VIII/2: 579/701
Inadequacy of strict logic VIII/2: 579/701
Logical reasoning plays no part at all VIII/2: 580-1/702
Logical reasoning an unsuitable intellectual tool VIII/2: 580-1/702
Power of judgment and intuition VIII/3: 585/707-8
Intuition required for planning VIII/3: 585/707-8
Intuition of a genius and planning VIII/3: 586/708
Methodical examination impossible VIII/3: 586/708
Theory that aims at being thoroughly scientific VIII/6: 604/729
Not understanding the essential elements of war VIII/9: 633/766

Waiting (see also ‘Defense’ and ‘Equilibrium’)

*The Suspension of Action in War* III/16
*Tension and Rest: The Dynamic Law in War* III/18
Importance of the question of suspension of action I/1: 82/91
Waiting for a better time to act I/1: 82/92
Desire to wait for a better moment before acting I/1: 82/92
Inaction not the product of balance of forces I/1: 82/92
Prevalence of inactivity in war I/1: 83/93
Suspension of action in war I/1: 83/93
Effects of imperfect knowledge of the situation I/1: 84/95
Suspension of activity and defense I/1: 84/95
Inaction moderates war by delaying danger I/1: 85/95
Inaction removes war from realm of absolute I/1: 85/96
Prolong war until enemy exhausted I/2: 98/112
Policy with a negative purpose I/2: 98/112
Waiting must never become passive endurance I/2: 98/113
Waiting may seek objective of destruction of enemy I/2: 98/113
Waiting for the decisive moment I/2: 98-9/113
Time, strategic and tactical significance III/12: 209/246
Immobility and inactivity the normal state of war III/16: 217/254
Inactivity the rule, progress the exception III/16: 217/255
War not continuous but spasmodic III/16: 219/257
When fighting interrupted equilibrium results III/18: 221/260
Distinction: balance, tension, and rest III/18: 221/260
Equilibrium can accommodate activity III/18: 221/260
Acts less important when equilibrium prevails III/18: 222/261
Equilibrium reflex of state of crisis (real war) III/18: 222/262
Great interval between mobilization and action V/6: 297/353
Battle edge of sword, inaction its reverse V/6: 298/354
Fire of war now so fierce: disappearance of rest V/9: 312/373
Defense defined by waiting VI/1: 357/427
Waiting applied only to basic concept of defense VI/1: 357/427
Time unused favors defense VI/1: 357/428
Parrying attack implies waiting VI/8: 379/453
In defense waiting not absolute but relative VI/8: 379/453
Salient feature and chief advantage of defense VI/8: 379/453
Waiting as one of two elements of defense VI/8: 379/453
Waiting: first phase of defense VI/8: 379/453
Waiting as a fundamental feature of all war VI/8: 379/454
Waiting an essential part of defense VI/8: 380/454
Time lost is always a disadvantage VI/8: 383/458
Time is what defender needs most VI/18: 437/527
Connection between decision and waiting VI/28: 488/589
Waiting phase by which defense approaches goal VI/28: 488/589
Defender delays decision VI/29: 499/603
Postponement of decision as a special form VI/29: 500/604
Waiting great advantage of defense VI/30: 501/607
When waiting favors attacker VI/30: 502/607
Suspension of activity inconsistent with offensive war VIII/4: 599-600/725
Waiting characteristic of defensive war VIII/5: 601/726
Effect of waiting on relative strength VIII/5: 601-2/726-7
Weaker power should wait for attack VIII/5: 601-2/727
Aim of defense must embody ideas of waiting VIII/8: 613/742
Waiting leading feature of defense VIII/8: 613/742
Unnecessary expenditure of time abhorrent VIII/9: 624/755
Time: the defender’s patron VIII/9: 626/758

War

On the Nature of War I
What is War? I/1
Purpose and Means in War I/2
On Military Genius I/3
On Danger in War I/4
On Physical Effort in War I/5
Intelligence in War I/6
Friction in War I/7
Concluding Observations on Book One I/8
War must always be thought of as a whole I/1: 75/83
War as a duel on a larger scale I/1: 75/83
Countless duels go on to make up war I/1: 75/83
War as a wrestling match I/1: 75/83
War as an act of force to compel enemy I/1: 75/83
Means of war is force I/1: 75/83
Object of war I/1: 75/83
War is dangerous, kindness an error I/1: 75/84
Source of war not part of war I/1: 76/84
Motives for war (hostile feelings and intentions) I/1: 76/84
War never an isolated act I/1: 78/87
War does not consist of a single short blow I/1: 78/87
In war result is never final I/1: 80/89
War can have all degrees of importance and intensity I/1: 81/91
War, objective nature of I/1: 85/96
War, subjective nature of I/1: 85/96
War most closely resembles a game of cards I/1: 86/97
War is no pastime; no place for enthusiasts I/1: 86/98
War as a serious means to a serious end I/1: 86/98
War as a pulsation of violence I/1: 87/98
War moves on goal at varying speeds I/1: 87/98
War subject to a superior intelligence I/1: 87/98
War a true political instrument I/1: 87/99
What is peculiar to war: peculiar nature of means I/1: 87/99
War variable with respect to motive I/1: 88/100
War is more than a true chameleon I/1: 89/101
War is a remarkable/paradoxical trinity I/1: 89/101
War complex and changeable I/1: 90/102
War varies as much as political purpose I/2: 90/102
War ends with formal peace treaty I/2: 90-1/103
War not act of senseless passion, but a political act I/2: 92/104
In war, many roads lead to success I/2: 94/107
Importance of personality and personal relations I/2: 94/107
Numerous gradations of war I/2: 94/107-8
In war, many different roads can lead to goal I/2: 99/113
War governed by supreme law: decision by force I/2: 99/113
War deviates in practice from its basic concept I/2: 99/114
War always remains subject to that basic concept I/2: 99/114
War is the realm of danger I/3: 101/116
War is the realm of physical exertion and suffering I/3: 101/116
War is the realm of uncertainty I/3: 101/117
War is the realm of chance I/3: 101/117
No other human activity greater in scope than war I/3: 101/117
No activity like war to rob men of self-confidence I/3: 108/125
Everything in war simple, but simple is difficult I/7: 119/138
War is action in a resistant medium I/7: 120/139
War is rich in unique episodes I/7: 120/139
War essentially fighting II/1: 127/145
War not a craft II/3: 149/173
War part of man’s social existence II/3: 149/173
War like commerce and even more like politics II/3: 149/173
In war, will directed at opponent that reacts II/3: 149/173-4
War in highest form: single, great decisive actions II/5: 153/178
In war, facts and motive are seldom fully known II/5: 156/181
In war, all parts of whole interconnected II/5: 158/184
In war, importance of small variables II/5: 158/184
In war, as in business, total assets are what count III/1: 182/214
War different than any other activity pursued by man III/5: 187/219
Ultimate object of war almost always varies III/8: 194/228
War is the impact of opposing forces III/12: 205/241
War chained by human weaknesses III/16: 216/254
Immobility and inactivity the normal state of war III/16: 217/254
War often no more than armed neutrality III/16: 218/255-6
Gambling for high stakes/haggling for small change III/16: 218/256
Action in war not continuous but spasmodic III/16: 219/257
War of civilized fragmented into engagements IV/3: 227/268
Fallacy of war without bloodshed IV/11: 259/308
War not impossible for markedly weaker army V/3: 283/336
War not always result of voluntary policy decision V/3: 283/336
War itself is anything but humane  
War as a level above strategy (campaign)  
War serves defender more than attacker  
Concepts characteristic of time: war, campaign, and battle  
In war, whole governs parts  
Ultimate object of war: preservation of own state  
Great majority of wars involve little fighting  
In war, most common also most incomprehensible  
War of great decisions simpler and more consistent  
War filled with peculiarity and oddity  
War generally falls within boundaries of spectrum  
In war, subjugation the end, destruction the means  
Military operations appear extremely simple  
Whole monstrosity called war  
War tends to be incoherent or incomplete  
War product of ideas, emotions, circumstances  
War dependent on interplay of possibilities and luck  
War can be a matter of degree  
God of war himself  
Every age has its own kind of war  
Wide variety of situations that can lead to war  
Aims and means determined by particular conditions  
War conforms to spirit of age  
Aim of war: concept implies to defeat enemy  
In war, particular factors often decisive  
War: can win first decision and lose on appeal  
Defeat of enemy, if possible, true aim of war  
War has own grammar but not own logic  
War not a relentless advance towards absolute  
Levels of war: war, campaign, and battle  
Half-hearted manner in which wars usually waged  

War, Absolute  
Absolute War and Real War  
Plan of War: Total Defeat of Enemy  
Impulse to destroy enemy central to idea of war  
No logical limit to the use of force  
Propensity to escalate  
Maximum use of force compatible with use of intellect  
Extreme effort always the goal an abstraction  
Pure concept of war: absolute manifestation of violence  
More powerful motive, more war absolute  
Extreme effort the natural tendency of war  
War of extreme effort will not occur very often  
Need to prepare for war of maximum violence  
War in which policy eclipsed by violence
Basic rigorous concept of war I/1: 90/102
War in the abstract: disarm enemy always I/2: 91/103
War when very idea of defeating enemy unreal I/2: 91/103
Actual war often far removed from pure concept I/2: 91/104
First-born son of war: wish to annihilate enemy I/2: 99/113
Pure form as basic law I/2: 99/114
War attains unlimited degree of energy III/16: 217/254
In Wars of French Revolution and Empire III/16: 217/254
If absolute war is possible, then it is necessary III/16: 217/254
Factors that tame elemental fury of war III/16: 218/255-6
Hostile spirit of true war held in check III/16: 218/256
Wars waged to full extent of national strength III/17: 220/258
Contemporary war and great national interests IV/2: 226/267
War earnestly waged IV/11: 259/307
Elemental fire of war now so fierce V/9: 313/373
Reference to a book nine dealing with absolute war V/9: 313/373
True nature of war will break through again V/9: 313/374
Recent wars: elemental force of war unleashed V/13: 325/388
Essential spirit of war: unbridled violence V/14: 338/405
Logistics of absolute war V/14: 338-9/405
Absolute decision reached by sword alone VI/8: 385/460
Elemental power of war weakened by politics VI/8: 388/464-5
Struggles of life and death rare VI/28: 488/589-90
True or absolute war saturated by need for decision VI/28: 488-9/590
Absolute form of war VI/30: 501/607
Wars of great decisions simpler and consistent VI/30: 516/625
Resistance and absolute decision VII/14: 543/656
Holland, where resistance can grow to be absolute VII/14: 543/656
Gap between pure war and concrete form VIII/1: 579/700
Absolute character of war seen with own eyes VIII/2: 580/701
Absolute war: French Revolution and Empire VIII/2: 580/701
Absolute war not the standard for all wars VIII/2: 580/702
Absolute war shaped by ideas, emotions, conditions VIII/2: 580/702
War assumed its absolute state under Napoleon VIII/2: 580/702
Need to be prepared for VIII/2: 581/702
Theory must give priority to absolute war VIII/2: 581/702
Absolute war must be a general point of reference VIII/2: 581/702
Be able to approximate absolute war by choice or necessity VIII/2: 581/702
Theory of absolute war proved by recent wars VIII/2: 581/702
Absolute war: all results from necessary cause VIII/3: 582/704
Absolute war or variant forms VIII/3: 582/704
Absolute war: all that matters is final victory VIII/3: 582/704
Absolute war has never been achieved9 VIII/3: 582/705
Absolute war and less than absolute war: results VIII/3: 583/705

---

9 Translation error, for which see Sumida, Decoding Clausewitz, note 4, p. 214.
God of war himself VIII/3: 583/706
Modern absolute war in all its devastating power VIII/3: 584/706
Political probabilities drive war towards absolute VIII/3: 584/706
War of maximum exertion and domestic politics VIII/3: 585/707
War under Napoleon approaches absolute VIII/3: 592-3/717
Recent war: war attained the absolute in violence VIII/3: 593/718
Theory cannot deal exclusively with absolute war VIII/3: 593/718
Pure essence of enmity unleashed: total war [ganz Krieg] VIII/6: 605/732
War not a relentless advance towards absolute VIII/6: 606/732
Policy can drive war to absolute form VIII/6: 606/732

War, Real

Absolute War and Real War VIII/2
A matter of judgment I/1: 80/89
When original issues wane I/1: 80/90
Inactivity and real war I/1: 85/96
Aim of disarming enemy unrealistic I/2: 91/103
Actual war often far removed from pure concept I/2: 91/104
Wars of probabilities rather than necessities I/2: 91/104
Probability cost I/2: 92/104
Deviation of war in practice from basic form I/2: 99/114
Factors that tame elemental fury of war III/16: 218/255-6
Hostile spirit of true war held in check III/16: 218/256
State of crisis the real war III/18: 222/262
In real war, things are not clear-cut VI/28: 498/602
Most wars fall between two poles VI/30: 501/607
Gap between pure war and concrete form VIII/1: 579/700
Absolute war not the standard for all wars VIII/2: 580/702
Absolute war of Napoleon also real war VIII/2: 580/702
Theory of absolute war proved by recent wars VIII/2: 581/702
Real [less than absolute] war: results unconnected VIII/3: 582/704
Half-hearted war does not become a real war VIII/6: 604/730
Nature of actual war VIII/6: 607/733-4

War, Limited

Military Objective: Limited Aims VIII/5
The Limited Aim: Offensive War VIII/7
The Limited Aim: Defensive War VIII/8
Half-hearted war: essentials rare, accidents multiply III/16: 218/256
Gambling for high stakes/haggling for small change III/16: 218/256
Campaigns where decision is not sought VI/30: 501/606
Overwhelming majority of campaigns indecisive VI/30: 501/606-7
Possession of territory takes place of decision VI/30: 502/607
Limited war: conduct becomes a true game VIII/3: 590/713
Aim of defensive war VIII/5: 601/726
Waiting war is a defensive war VIII/5: 601/726
Two kinds of limited war: offensive and defensive  
Risks of limited offensive war  
Tendency to seek escalation  
Ultimate aim of defensive war more than negation  
Passive and active defense  

War, Unlimited  
Closer Definition of the Military Objective: The Defeat of the Enemy  
Plan of War: Total Defeat of Enemy  
Defeat the enemy: seek center of his power  
Best way to begin: destroy enemy fighting force  
When defeat of enemy both feasible and sound  
Total victory: complete defeat of enemy  
Defeat of enemy as objective: no interruption  
Planning a war with aim of total defeat of enemy  

War, Art of  
Classifications of the Art of War  
Art of War or Science of War  
True goal of art of war: fallacy of certain theorists  
Art of war deals with living and moral forces  
Firm spirit dominates art of war  
Art of war: using given means in combat  
Art of war: all activities that exist for sake of war  
Art of war: actual conduct of war [fighting]  
Components of art of war  
Art, theory, theory of use: equivalent terms  
Original meaning  
Whole secret of art of war not about concentration  
Not possible to make model of art of war  
Object of art creative ability  
No science without some element of art  
Art of war better term than science of war  
War less like art, more like commerce, politics  
Art of war: experience counts more than abstract  
Art of war clarified by historical examples  
Theory of art of war can not always be proved  
Teach art of war with historical examples only  
Art of war and moral factors  
Real, authentic art of war: error of certain theorists  
Ancient times: art of war about order of battle  
Defeat invigorates: outside limits of art of war  
Different factors condition art of war  
Art of war and predominance of one particular arm  
Changes in art of war emanate from decisive actions
In art of war, “charm” of word “dominate” V/18: 352/420
Art of war decrees weak most need defense VI/5: 370/444
Art of war and key to country: dear to critics VI/23: 456/551
General's psychology pertains to art of war VI/30: 514/623
Art of maneuver and art of war VI/30: 515/624
18th century critics and art of war VIII/3: 591/715
Minimal war: art of war shrivels into prudence VIII/6: 604/729-30
At highest level art of war turns into policy VIII/6: 607/734
Late 18th century: remarkable change in art of war VIII/6: 609/736
Transformation of art of war/Transformation of politics VIII/6: 610/737

War, Conduct of
Two elements of war: planning and conduct of fighting II/1: 126/146
Conduct of fighting: strategy and tactics II/1: 128/146
Marches, camps, billets II/1: 129-31/148-50
Conduct of war defined: free use of given means II/2: 134/154
Conduct of war: branches out and has no definite limits II/2: 134/154-5
Knowledge and ability two different things II/3: 148/172
Neither art nor science; about social existence II/3: 149/173
War less like art, more like commerce, politics II/3: 149/173
Action in war driven by enterprising spirit III/16: 217/254
Energetic conduct of war: glory and success IV/3: 229/271
Became dependent on money and recruiting V/4: 289/344-5
Importance of unity and consistency of leadership VI/20: 451/543-4
Decision seems result of uncomplicated thoughts VIII/1: 577/698
Conduct of war in outline is policy itself VIII/6: 610/737
Positive measures aimed at decision VIII/8: 616/745
War should be directed by commander, not staff VIII/9: 623/753-4

War Planning (see also ‘Center of gravity’ and ‘Strategy’)

War Plans VIII
Introduction VIII/1
Absolute War and Real War VIII/2
Interdependence of Elements /Scale of Objective VIII/3
Military Objective: Defeat of Enemy VIII/4
Military Objective: Limited Aims VIII/5
Effect of Political Aim/War as Policy VIII/6
The Limited Aim: Offensive War VIII/7
The Limited Aim: Defensive War VIII/8
Plan of War: Total Defeat of Enemy VIII/9
Internal structure of war [see III/1: 180/211] I/1: 75/83
Basing of plans on probability and inference I/1: 85/96
First supreme judgment: nature of prospective war I/1: 88-9/100
If a decision by fighting basis of all plans, then . . . I/2: 97/111
Plans and battle as an objective I/2: 98/112
Chance affects plans or underlying assumptions I/3: 102/117
Intelligence as basis of plans I/6: 117/136
Chasm between planning and execution I/6: 118/137
Planning and conduct of fighting II/1: 128/146
Plans rarely affected by supply during battle II/1: 131/150
Plans are based on general factors, prone to upset II/2: 139/161
Application of theory to plan engagement II/2: 140/162
Rejects ‘ready-made’ strategic planning II/4: 154/179
Strategic planner must direct campaign III/1: 177/207
Strategic theory deals with planning III/1: 177/208
Predominance of intellectual factors III/1: 178/208-9
Politics and goals of war III/1: 178/209
After taking politics into account, planning easy III/1: 178/209
Unifying structure—plan of campaign\footnote{Translation error: the phrase “mit dem Kriegs- und Feldzugsplan” [Clausewitz, *Vom Kriege*, Hahlweg, ed., p. 350] is rendered as “with the plan of campaign”—that is, the subject of war planning is omitted} III/1: 180/211
Likely outcomes basis of planning of campaign or war III/1: 182/213
Suitable planning and numerical superiority III/8: 197/232
Plans issued for appearances only III/10: 202/239
All strands of war plan converge IV/10: 253/301
Moving divided army requires complex plan V/7: 303/361
In present, battles require plans, marches do not V/10: 316/378
Plans for mobile war must take account of wear V/12: 324/387
Engagement basis of all strategic plans VI/8: 386/462
All strategic planning rests on tactical success VI/8: 386/462
Book VIII: on war plans and campaign plans VI/8: 389/466
Fortresses as basis of strategic plans in the past VI/10: 393/471
Sophistry in war plans VI/10: 398/478
All plans aimed to some extent on turning . . . VI/12: 404/486
Strategic plan and the effect of a forest VI/21: 452/546
Planned retreat: moral considerations VI/25: 471/569
Strategic plans for People’s War VI/26: 483/583
War plan source of all lesser plans VI/27: 484/585
War planning and center of gravity VI/27: 486/588
General staff, knowledge of topography, and plans VI/30: 508/615
Escalation problem in war planning VI/30: 517/627
Failed planning with respect to escalation VI/30: 517/627
First requirement of planning: assess enemy intent VI/30: 517/627
Uncommon for general to have firm objective VII/3: 526/637
Attack on billets forcing change in enemy plan VII/19: 558/675
War plans and provision for People’s War VII/20: 563/681
Keystone of most plans of campaign VII/22: 566/684
Planning must account for politics VII/22: 569/689
Natural goal of all planning VII/22: 570/690
Attacker plan: address danger of over-extension VII/22: 572/692
Planning should establish culminating point VII/22: 572/692
Discussion of planning of war and campaign VIII/1: 577/697
War plans: single ultimate objective VIII/2: 579/700
Clear in mind about what is to be achieved VIII/2: 579/700
Political purpose and operational objective VIII/2: 579/700
Governing principle of war planning VIII/2: 579/700
Commander and keeping main objective in sight VIII/2: 580/701
Basis of plans political probabilities VIII/3: 584/706
Planning imperative if absolute war a possibility VIII/3: 584/706
Intuition of a genius required for planning VIII/3: 586/708
Planning must take account of ephemeral factors VIII/3: 586/708
Planning shaped by character of men or man VIII/3: 586/708
Small things always depend on great ones\textsuperscript{11} VIII/4: 596/720
Policy and planning of war, campaign, and battle VIII/6: 606/732-3
Political perspective indispensable to war planning VIII/6: 606/733
Policy defined: represents all domestic interests VIII/6: 606-7/733
War in no sense preceptor of policy VIII/6: 607/733
Policy as guiding intelligence during war VIII/6: 607/733
Subordination of military view to political VIII/6: 607/733
Policy: supreme standpoint for conduct of war VIII/6: 607/733
No conflict between political and military interest VIII/6: 607/734
Policy knows the instrument it means to use VIII/6: 607/734
Policy conducted by battles not diplomatic notes VIII/6: 607/734
Military plans for war or campaign VIII/6: 607/734
Plan that is purely military unacceptable VIII/6: 607/734
Plan must consider politics VIII/6: 608/734-5
Talk about harmful political influence VIII/6: 608/734-5
Source of political direction: king or minister VIII/6: 608/735
Policy must suit means available for war VIII/6: 608/735
Commander-in-chief and cabinet VIII/6: 608/735-6
Positive aim of defense not part of initial plan VIII/8: 614/742
Two basic principles: concentration and speed VIII/9: 617/746
Reduce source of enemy strength to one center of gravity VIII/9: 617/746
Concentration as a basic principle of planning VIII/9: 617/746
Concentration against center of gravity VIII/9: 619/748
Exception: reasons for dividing forces VIII/9: 619-23/748-53
Idiocy of planning by “trained” general staff VIII/9: 623/753
Concentration of all action on single goal VIII/9: 623/754
Concentration when more than one center of gravity VIII/9: 623/755
Concentrate on offense in the main theater VIII/9: 624/754
Main operation has precedence VIII/9: 624/755
Speed and impetus indispensable to success VIII/9: 624/755
Forces required in any plan of operations VIII/9: 625/756

\textsuperscript{11} For the application of this proposition to planning but not the conduct of war, see Sumida, \textit{Decoding Clausewitz}, pp. xii-xiii.
Note on unwritten chapter on planning a campaign VIII/9: 625/756
Plans of attacker ruined by time VIII/9: 626/758
Planning a war with aim of total defeat of enemy VIII/9: 632/765
Planning that leaves scope for accidental VIII/9: 632/765-6
Guidance of planning and removal of erroneous VIII/9: 632/765-6
Plan of double attack [counter-attack] against France VIII/9: 635/768
Basis of war plan: federal state or two monarchies VIII/9: 636/771
To sacrifice possible for impossible foolish VIII/9: 637/771

War and Politics/Policy

Effect of Political Aim/War as Policy VIII/6
Political object as a standard I/1: 81/90
Political and military object identical I/1: 81/91
People less involved, more effect of political I/1: 81/91
Correspondence of military and political objects I/1: 81/91
Relationship of motive and will power I/1: 85/95-6
Whole communities go to war about politics I/1: 86/98
War, therefore, is an act of policy I/1: 87/98
War subject to a superior intelligence I/1: 87/98
Political aim not a tyrant I/1: 87/98
Political aim remains first consideration I/1: 87/98
Policy will permeate all military operations I/1: 87/98-9
Continuous influence of policy on war I/1: 87/98-9
War a true political instrument I/1: 87/99
War continuation of policy by other means I/1: 87/99
Policy consistent with peculiar means of war I/1: 87/99
Political object goal, war the means of reaching it I/1: 87/99
More powerful motives, more violence I/1: 87-8/99
More powerful motive less political war is I/1: 87-8/99
All wars can be considered acts of policy I/1: 88/100
War not autonomous but act of policy I/1: 88/100
War varies as much as political purpose I/2: 90/102
War not act of senseless passion, but a political act I/2: 92/104
Value of the political object I/2: 92/104
Changeability of political object during war I/2: 92/104
Wide range of political factors lead to war I/2: 94/108
Political factors affecting decision concealed I/3: 112/131
Politics: war in embryo II/3: 149/173
After taking politics into account, planning easy III/1: 178/209
Outside factors that restrain violence IV/11: 258-9/307
Ineffectiveness of most attacks: political factors VI/8: 387/463
[Politics] transform war into mongrel affairs VI/8: 387/463
Attack in particular weakened by politics VI/8: 388/465
Foreign and domestic political considerations VI/27: 484/585
Major decision precluded by political motives VI/30: 513/622
Effect of domestic politics on operations VII/22: 569/688
Political probabilities drive war towards absolute VIII/3: 584/706
War of maximum exertion and domestic politics VIII/3: 585/707
Military success and political danger VIII/4: 597/721
Weaker power with political initiative should attack VIII/5: 601/727
Change of military objective by domestic argument VIII/5: 602/727
Politics and conduct of war VIII/5: 602/727
Political weakness of an ally’s motive VIII/6: 603/728
Violent war stagnates for lack of real incentive VIII/6: 604/729
Political war as minimal war VIII/6: 604/729
Politics dissolves imperatives inherent to war VIII/6: 604/729
As incentive fades, active element becomes passive VIII/6: 604/729
Because of politics war can shrivel into prudence VIII/6: 604/729
Half-hearted war does not become a real war VIII/6: 604/730
Unity of conflicting elements of war: politics VIII/6: 605/731
That politics only source of war is well-known VIII/6: 605/731
Politics: intercourse of governments and peoples VIII/6: 605/731
Assumed that war knows no law but its own VIII/6: 605/731
War continuation of politics with other means VIII/6: 605/731
Politics continues irrespective of means it employs VIII/6: 605/731
War has own grammar but not own logic VIII/6: 605/731
War not a relentless advance towards absolute VIII/6: 606/732
Policy and planning of war, campaign, and battle VIII/6: 606/-732-3
Policy concerned only with immediate probabilities VIII/6: 606/732
Policy can drive war to absolute form VIII/6: 606/732
Politics: basis of seeing war as a unity VIII/6: 606/732
Policy concerned with operational details VIII/6: 606/732
[Politics] the single right perspective to view war VIII/6: 606/733
Policy trustee for all national interests VIII/6: 606/733
War cannot be preceptor of policy VIII/6: 607/733
Military view must be subordinated to politics VIII/6: 607/733
Policy supreme standpoint for conduct of war VIII/6: 607/734
No conflict need arise between political and military VIII/6: 607/734
If policy correct, exclusively entitled to decide VIII/6: 607/734
At highest level, art of war turns into policy VIII/6: 607/734
Planning cannot be purely military VIII/6: 607/734
Major lines of war laid down by government VIII/6: 607-8/734
No such thing as bad influence of politics on war VIII/6: 608/734-5
Source of political direction: king or minister VIII/6: 608/735
Policy must suit means available for war VIII/6: 608/735
Only commander-in-chief must influence cabinet VIII/6: 609/735-6
Great changes of French Revolution about politics VIII/6: 609/736
New political conditions meant new means of war VIII/6: 609/737
Transformation of politics transforms war VIII/6: 610/737
War is an instrument of policy VIII/6: 610/737
Conduct of war in outline is policy itself VIII/6: 610/737
In war, sword takes place of pen VIII/6: 610/737
War a matter of policy but governed by own laws VIII/6: 610/737
Defense waits for change in political conditions VIII/8: 613/742
Two natural centers of power: Austria and Prussia VIII/9: 637/771
To sacrifice possible in search of impossible foolish VIII/9: 637/771

Warfare
Everything related to fighting forces I/2: 95/108

Weapons
Improved weapons do not affect essence of war II/1: 127/145